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Earth Day: Success! 
By Anthony McCurdy 
of the Grizzly 
Earth Day 1990 took place on 
our campus yesterday, as well as 
around the country and the world. 
Preparations started early last sem-
ester when the members ofUSEAC 
(formerly the Ursinus College Coa-
lition on the Environment) began 
planning activities and events. It 
all began to come together early . 
this semester, under the able gui-
dance of Scott Landis, Amy Wayes 
and other USEAC members. The 
actual festivities began on Saturday 
when the Violet Hour played in 
Reimert from about two to four 
o'clock, drawing a huge crowd. 
One member of the band assured 
me that they enjoyed playing, espec-
ially since it was for such a good 
cause. Observers agreed that they 
played "a hot gig," so it was an 
excellent kick-off for Earth Day 
1990. 
"Live simply so others can simply 
live." 
Park, the local Boy Scout troop, 
and various environmental com-
panies. USEAC booths included a 
table for letter writing on environ-
mental bills and concerns; for the 
distribution of information on recy-
cling and the reduction of trash; 
Antarctica and global warming; 
endangered animals and deforest-
ation; and to top it off, a table 
selling mugs, t-shirts, and giving 
away Earth Day travel cups to 
Ursinus students, faculty and staff. 
Those students manning the booths 
felt they they were a great success. 
"Working for a better planet." 
U.S.E.A.C. SJ VB \J 
storyteller was on the lawn by the 
bookstore. Kids were also given 
chalk to draw on the sidewalk 
leading up to Zack's, and some of 
the drawings were just spectacular. 
The inside of Wismer Auditorium 
is covered with posters made by 
local elementary school students, 
and prizes were given for the best. 
Considering the weather, it was 
no wonder that the Ben & Jerry's 
Ice Cream cart was quite busy all 
afternoon. With favorites like 
"Peace Pops" and " Rainforest 
Crunch," it was a delicious ad-
dition to an extensive Earth Day 
celebration. 
see Earth, page 4 
Sunday turned out to be abso-
lutely beautiful. Sunny skies and 
70 degree temperatures made it a 
day for shorts (and some bare 
feet). The attendance turned out to 
be better than expected, with many 
people from the surrounding com-
munities showing up to participate. 
Many Ursinus students also showed 
up, hopefully fulfilling USEAC's 
goal of educating and motivating 
the campus community in environ-
mental issues. Luckily, there was 
no conflict with the freshmen ori-
entation program that coincided 
with the Earth Day program. 
The main speaker for Earth 
Day was Dale Goehringer, a 1977 
graduate of Ursinus. Goehringer is 
currently a marine biogeochemist 
at Woods Hole Oceonographic 
Institute in Massachusetts. Her 
speech and slide show were about 
her research stint in Antarctica, 
covering topics from the physical 
living and working conditions of 
the research camp to the im-
portance of Antarctica as an indica-
tor of global warming processes. 
Besides having a speaker, there 
werealso many videos shown in 
the TV Lounge in Wismer. These 
videos were on various topics, 
such as chemical pollution, global 
warming and the tropical rainfor-
ests, as well as a public service 
production on environmental 
shopping done by our own tele-
vision production class. 
ReadyforGrnd. 
Booths were set up behind Wis-
mer by the USEAC members, the 
Philadelphia Zoo, Evansburg State 
"You CAN make a difference." 
Besides booths and speakers, 
there were two children's plays 
performed at Ritter Center, and a 
By MICHELLE L. GRANDE 
Griuly News Editor 
Did you know that seniors have 
to wait only 20 more days until 
graduation and that they have to 
face only 7 more days of class in 
their undergraduate careers? Can 
you believe that the past four years 
of hard work, sleepless nights, and 
parties are almost over? Well, 
actually the celebration for the 
r----------------------------, class of 1990 has just begun, and a 






Dr. Joyce Lionarons is one of the two professors awarded tenure 
effective in September. 1991. Details page 11. 
ned for Senior Weekend to make 
the time prior to graduation a 
special one. 
The Senior Weekend festivities, 
which are being arranged and co-
ordinated with the help of the 
Alumni Relations Office and young 
alumni volunteers, kick off on 
Thursday, May 10, 1990 with a 
senior class party at Birchwood 
from 9 p.m. to I a.m. The cost is 
$25 per person and features music, 
entertainment, and a hot buffet. 
Seniors who plan to attend should 
pay one of the class officers by 
May I, 1990. 
Activities for Friday, May II, 
1990, include an afternoon cleanup 
of dormitories and an ev :'ling 
picnic on Reimert lawn that in-
cludes such outdoor games as 
volleyball and softball. 
The Young Alumni Program-
ming Board hosts "u.c. by the 
Lake," the theme for Saturday, 
May 12, which features outdoor 
activities, music, and dinner. To 
welcome seniors to the College's 
Alumni Association, young alumni 
sponsors and the Alumni Relations 
Office are underwriting the costs 
of this event. Seniors who plan to 
attend should make reservations in 
the Alumni Relations Office by 
May 4. Buses will leave on May 12 
from Helferrich Hall at 4 p.m. and 
return to campus by midnight. 
Sunday, May 13, Mothers' Day, 
is Commencement for the Class of 
1990. The Baccalaureate Service 
will be held at 10:30 a.m. in 
Bomberger Han with a commence-
ment brunch held in Wismer from 
II a.m. to I p.m. Each senior will 
receive three tickets for the brunch 
and must use the tickets to attend 
the brunch. Additional tickets for 
the brunch may be purchased at $7 
each in the Alumni Relations Office 
but must be received by May 10. 
The Commencement Convo-
cation will be held in Helfferich 
Hall at 2 p.m. followed by an 
outdoor reception on the campus 
lawn at 3:30 p.m. Seating is un-
restricted and unreserved, with 
doors opening at 1:00 p.m. , but a 
special section has been reserved 
for handicapped access. Students 
requesting reserved seats in the 
handicapped section should make 
a reservation with the Alumni 
Relations Office before May 10. In 
addition, caps and gowns may be 
returned between 3:30 and 5:30 
p.m. in the Bookstore to receive a 
refund for the $25 deposit. All 
students, furthermore, must vacate 
their dormitories and return room 
keys to the Office of Student Life 
by 6:00 p.m. 
Seniors are also being asked to 
contribute $10 to the Annual Fund' 
as part of the Class of 1990's gift to 
the College. Class President Lou 
Haenel hopes that 100 students 
will contribute $10 to the fund to 
reach a goal of $1000. Students 
may direct their contributions to 
specific funds established for the 
Myrin Library, the New Bruins 
Club for athletics, and the Berman 
Museum of Art. Seniors may also 
choose to forfeit their $10 room 
see Grad., page 8 
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Staff Members: Robin Barry, Mall Becker, Eric Bleikardt, Tom 
Boshell. Kathy Bowers, Mindy Brandt, Mikol Cyf, Tara Dickson, 
Leslie Gaskill, Craig Gelly, Fred Glatistone, Lori Gosnear, Katherine 
Grim, Nils Groten, Steve Grubb, Eleanore Hajian, Mark Hollinger, 
Chris Heinzinger, Todd Koser, Randy Leiser, Ted Manser, Anthony 
McCurdy, Dorothy O'Malley, Pam Parkhurst, Jolene Prowse, Neil 
Schafer, Christian Sockel, Steve Stoiber, Jennifer Strawbridge, Jen 
Stritch. Bob Sullivan, Sue Wehner, and Judd Woytek. 
The Grizzly was founded in 1978, replacing the previous campus 
newspaper, The Ursin us Weekly. II is published by students thirteen 
weeks each semester. The Grizzly is edited entirely by students and the 
views expressed in the paper are not necessarily those held by the 
administration, faculty or a consensus oflhe student body. The staff of 
The Grizzly invites opinions from the college community and will 
publish them as time and space permi!. 
I'd like to thank AUM for everything this year. I wouldn't have 
accomplished half of what I have this year if it weren't for him. Good 
luck with your dreams, man 
[Editoriaj] 
PCG 
The absence of this paper for the past three weeks has raised 
questions as to what the Grizzly means to the campus in general. 
Members of the administration have expressed their interest in 
seeing the paper published because they feel that it is important to 
the well-being of the College. The Grizzly, they feel, is necessary 
to keep students abreast of what is happening at the College. The 
administrators feel that few students read the Gazette and the 
information delivered by the RAs. Students, on the other hand, 
seem to feel that the Grizzly is important only so that they have 
something to read at lunch (or, in this case, probably at dinner). 
For whatever reason, though, there are those that do voice 
their concern. Some students have jumped to the conclusion that 
the paper is dead (more like passed out). Obviously, this is not 
true. As many people know, and it has been lamented before, the 
Grizzly is very difficult to publish each week. It is even more so 
when there is only one editor. This has been the case for the past 
three weeks. President Richter and I talked about the situation 
and decided that this one, sixteen page issue, covering Earth Day 
and Commencement, would be besl lor all involved. Yes, lOIS is 
the last Grizzly of the semester. 
Krishni Patrick, next year's editor of the Grizzly, has high 
hopes because of the likelihood that the College will buy a 
desktop publishing system. This new system would hopefully 
make publishing the Grizzly a lot easier. 
The last six weeks as editor have not been easy. Six issues of the 
Grizzly were to have been published in the second half of this' 
semester, only three will appear. I am not bitter as the former 
editors seem to have been (although they edited the paper for two 
and a half semesters as opposed to one half semester), though 1 do 
wish all six issues had appeared as planned. Editing the Grizzly 
has been an interesting, though only occasionally rewarding, 
experience. Good luck, Krishni, and 1 hope that the job is a little 





Surplus is not profit: "OK, so 
Ursinus is a not-for-profit organi-
zation," a student said after reading 
my last column. "But what about a 
surplus? What happens to surplus 
at the end of trhe year?" 
Ursin us, as I said, is a non-
profit, tax-exempt, charitable organ-
ization. It uses all it receives to 
meet its mission. There are no 
stockholders, and nobody gets any 
dividends. Members of the Board 
not only serve without pay but also 
lead the way in giving charitable 
contributions to Ursinus. 
Most of what Ursinus receives 
in a given year it spends in tbat 
same year for the maintenance and 
operation of the College. This 
covers faculty and staff salaries, 
financial aid, employee benefits 
light bulbs, heating oil and gas, 
book purchases, chalk, computer 
maintenance, trash removal, cam-
pus cleanup, and hundreds of other 
expenses that drive the life of the 
College day by day. 
We count on a relatively small 
portion of annual income to be left 
over after all these operating ex-
penses are paid. 
This "surplus" is used to pay 
back the debt that Ursinus carries 
on Helfferich Hall and Myrin 
Library. Thus, the current students 
help pay for facilities that were 
built before their time and which 
they now utilize. 
Any aditional surplus may be 
put into either the endowment 
funds of th~ College or the plant 
fund. 
The income that we earn on the 
endowment funds helps pay for 
the financial aid a warded to stu-
dents. 
Surplus funds placed in the plant 
fund help the College make capital 
improvements, such as the upgrad-
ing of utilities in the new under-
ground tunnel, which allows the 
telephone capability for students 
in Paisley-Beard wood-Stauffer, and 
the upgrading of Wismer Hall, 
scheduled to start this summer. 
When we plan the finances of 
the College, we have to deal with 
the longer-term needs of the insti-
tution as well as the immediate 
year's needs. Current students en-
joy facilities and financial aid to 
which surplus funds in the past 
contributed. Future students will 
enjoy facilities and financial sup-
April 23, 1990 
port to which surplus funds now 
contribute. 
There is and aphorism that sums 
this up: "We all drink from wells 
that we had no hand in digging." 
Library Power: Last week I 
learned a lesson about the power 
of the computerized library system 
new to Ursinus this year. Members 
of the student-faculty-staff Minor-
ity Affairs Committee had been 
talkin about the need to expand 
out holdings on Afro-American 
(or African-American) topics. To 
see where we stood, Charles Jami-
son and David Mill of the library 
staff put the computerized system 
to work. In short order, they pro-
duced a list of 696 subject head-
ings under the general heading of 
Afro-American studies and a hold-
ings list that ran from the late 
Ralph Abernathy's recent autobio-
graphy to Whitney Young's 1964 
book, To Be Equal. With this clear 
picture of where we are, we can 
give enlightened priority to the 
purchase of new books in Afro-
Americn studies in the future. 
New Curriculum Comments 
To the Editor: 
The March 26 issue of the 
Grizzly raised some important'is-
sues occasioned by the implement-
ation of the "new" curriculum. 
Pre-registration has brought these 
problems into sharper focus. 
Simple arithmetic suggests that 
four courses a semester offer fewer 
choices than five per semester. On 
the other hand, some departments 
used the opportunity of revising 
the curriculum to abolish some of 
their requirements, thus permitting 
a student greater choice. For exam-
ple, the History Department "for-
merly required a choice of three 
humanities and three social stu-
dies courses in addition to its 
twelve History courses., I~ the 
199.0 curriculum, History majors 
are required to lake only nine 
courses in History and, of these 
nine, only two (200 and 22 I) are 
strictly prescribed. Thus, .from 
twelve plus six courses for . fifty-
four credits of required courses, 
History went to nine for thirty-six 
credits, thus providing the strudent 
with an extra eighteen credits of 
choice. In the "core requirements," 
too, there is room for choice. 
Permit me also to address one 
specific issue of relevance raised in 
the Grizzly, namely the concern 
about including contemporary 
issues in History courses (as these 
were cited as an example). In the 
earliest discussion concerning a 
new curriculum, both Dr. Dough-
ty and Dr. Clark- argued strongly 
for a global rather than a western 
app'roach to the basic humanities 
requirement. At the same time the 
History Department has already 
switched frelm "Western Civ." 
books to "World History" books. 
Thanks to the initiative of Dr. Hall 
and her study groups, issues of 
race, gender and class are ad-
dressed more and more in the 
appropriaie courses. However slow 
changes 'appear to students who 
are arolind for but one year in any 
course and for only four years in 
total, these changes do occur. 
But reminder such as the March 
26 Grizzly are in fact very useful 
for the entire college community 
to "keep its nose" to the grind-
stone. 
Derk Visser, Chair 
Department of History 
Letters must be typed 
and no more than 300 
words. Name and tele-
phone number are re-
quired for verification 
purposes. Letters should 
be deposited in The 
Grizzly mail box in the 
English Department by 7 
p. m. Thursday. The 
Grizzly reserves the right 
to edit all letters. Requests 
for anonymity will be 




April 23, 1990 
By Paul Gagne 
Grizzly Editor-in-Chief 
All right, this is it. Last issue of 
the semester, probably the last 
Cynosure you'll have to read. Don't 
laugh, don't cry. [ never wanted 
any reaction from anyone, anyway. 
It was never my intent to move 
anyone to respond to a column 
that I'd written. Expect anyone 
here to respond intelligently? Hal 
Yeah, right. If you weren't faculty 
or a very close friend, you didn't 
say a damn thing. 
The pressure's on. It's 8: IS, the 
Varityper's giving us trouble. [ 
have three very long articles to 
type in (not including this) and I'm 
worrying about responses. Like 
the one from my entertainment 
editor, who didn't bother to visit 
the Pub room this week, even 
though she knew there was a paper 
this week. This was also despite 
the fact that all of the under-
Editors were going to get a small 
sum of money for the jobs they 
were to do. The others are fine. 
Their jobs are done or being done. 
Don't get me wrong (or right, 
either, that would be bad), a lot of 
people did help with this issue. 
President Richter, Scott Landis, 
cYNosURe 
Lill Hankel, Kim Sando, Lisa 
Tremper-Barnes, Nancy Francis 
and others who've offered their 
services over the past three weeks. 
Thanks. These people, whether 
they knew it or not, formed a 
support network for me and the 
newspaper so that we both could 
keep going. 
Enough of this self-pitying drivel 
(It's about time [ wrote some of 
that. [ know the expectations were 
hi~h.). 
God, [can't wait for next semes-
ter. Only four classes, two of which 
are at night. Hello, free time. After 
this angst-ridden, 18-credit, two 
job, newspaper filled semester, free 
time will be very welcome, indeed. 
On to the stuff. Well, Public 
Enemy's new album, Fear of a 
Black Planet, came out a couple of 
weeks ago. It's good as far as rap 
goes but not nearly as good as their 
last album, It Takes a Nation of 
Millions To Hold Us Back. The 
sampling is less imaginative and 
the background noises aren't as 
transfixing, but on this album, 
Chuck D.,lead rapper, seems much 
more sure of himself, his beliefs 
and his politics. "Welcome to Ter-
The Grizzly 
rordome," the first single off of 
Planet, raised a controversy because 
it was said to contain anti-Semitic 
lyrics. OK, "Told a Rab get off the 
rag," might, ahem, be construed as 
lacking a certain respect for a Jew, 
but is not necessarily anti-Semitic. 
"Fight the Power" could have 
been construed as anti-white, anti-
capitalist, and just anti-American 
in general, and militantly so at 
that. 
[n any case, Public Enemy is at 
the forefront of rap music. Chuck 
D. is the best there is at putting a 
rhyme together and using his 
booming voice to get the message 
across. Buy the record, it's good. 
Besides, Flav has two new songs 
on it. 
Yeah, this column's winding 
down fast. We're coming to the 
end. Things haven't worked out 
like [wish they had, but hey, when 
can't you say that? Ah, well, I've 
written my piece for the last two 
semesters, someone else can do it 
from now on. 
Ah, yes, to all my friends in 
Musser: It's been fun, but some of 
you still don't get out enough. 
Sorry, couldn't resist. 
To quote the inimitable Bart 
Simpson, "Later Grizzly dudes'" 
Studio Cottage: Vandal Victims 
Dear Editor: . . First, the stolen vid;o tape con- employers and graduate schools 
A hornble IDclde~t has oc- tained the student's final presenta- upon request. These files have now 
curred ID our bUlldlDg (StudIo tions in my Communication Arts been removed from our file (sur-
Cottage) of which [ feel compelled 201 class. These particular speech- gical gloves were used) in order to 
to express my outrage and dIsgust. es were taped so that students photocopy them for distribution. 
My letter in no way attempts to could visually see their progress This process will certainly cause 
IDdlcate blame, rather to call the over the course of the semester. unnecessary delays possibly affect-
campus' attention to the effects of Verbal and written critiques are ing graduate school admission and 
deliberate, malicious acts. helpful, but these students were job offers. 
On at le~st one night (possibly deeply disappointed that they were . Vandalism in any form is a 
two) IDdlvlduals entered StudIO not able to "see themselves" as dIsgrace. We in Studio Cottage 
C?ttage through an upper floor others see them in order that they have been the direct recipients, but 
wl~dow. TheIr VISIt was make may further refine their speech you can readily see the ramifi-
eVIdent by lea:'lDg behlDd tequtla making skills. Thus, an important caltons are far reaching. The price 
bottles filled WIth unne, the theft of component in the course and the we pay for such aciton costs in 
food, an Earth Day mug, a video process of liberal education was time and money, but it also serious-
tape, audio tapes, and by their hampered. Iy taxes our time honored belief 
urination into a filing cabinet. The Second, the urination into the and trust in humankind, a debt 
thievery was both an invasion of filing cabinet has damaged over extremely difficult to pay. 
privacy and affront. However, there 800 student personal reference files M. Scott Landis and co-workers in 
are two actions which concern me which are distributed to prospective Studio Cottage 
even more. 
In Support of Sanger 
To the editors: 
[ would like to comment on the 
flyer distributed through the Quad 
entitled "Facts About Planned Par-
enthood." While it is true that the 
Pro-life group has a right to express 
their opinions, they should think 
about what they are saying, make 
sure that it is valid, and think how 
it will affect other people. Specif-
ically, [ am referring to the section 
about Planned Parenthood's found-
er, Margaret Sanger, which reads: 
Sanger spoke with Hitler-
many limes about how to control 
the birth rate so that only a master 
race [such as Nazis] could be 
bred." 
What this statement implies is that 
all those who believe in abortion 
or the work of Planned Parent-
hood, which extends far beyond 
abortion, are Nazis. Personally, 
being a Jewish person who believes 
in both Choice and Planned 
Parenthood, [ find being called a 
Nazi extremely offensive. In ad-
dition, granting that Sanger did 
speak with Hitler and even if we 
pretend for a minute that she was a 
Nazi, then just because she was the 
founder of Planned Parenthood 
doesn't mean that today's Planned 
Parenthood reflects that ideology. 
Sanger lived in a time when racism 
was not only prevalent, but it was 
accepted. An organization in the 
1990s cannot be held responsible 
for the ideology of the time in 
which its founder lived. Nor should 
those who support Choice and the 









Officals in Lithuania have ordered most businesses and factories 
closed to save oil and other resources because of dn embargo from 
Moscow. The Kremlin cut off 80% of Lithuania's natural gas supply 
on Wesnesday to try to get the unrecognized independent republic to 
take back its declaration of independence. 
The situation in Lithuania causes problems for United States 
President George Bush. He does not want to jeopardize a possible 
arms agreement with the Soviets but also does not want a massacre in 
Lithuania. Analysts say that anything short of a slaughter in the Baltic 
republic will not endanger an arms pact. 
World attention may soon focus on Kashmir, a tiny, nationalistic-
minded republic situated between India and Pakistan. The two 
nations have gone to war twice over Kashmir already and no one 
wants to see another between these two religiously opposed countries, 
each with nuclear capability. Washington and Moscow are looking to 
work together to head off the possible conflict 
The arms world was buzzing last week over the news that British 
customs officials had blocked the export of a possible super-cannon to 
Iraq. This increased widespread speculation that Iraq is the first 
Middle Eastern nation with nuclear capability, a scary thought for the 
rest of the world. Interest grew on this topic in March, when a former 
Pentagon physicist was assassinated in Brussels. He had been thought 
to have been dealing arms on the black market after the US fired him. 
National 
The 20th annual Earth Day celebration/participation took place 
yesterday all across the nation and the world. " Earthfest '90" ranged 
from small, community gatherings to large rallies in state capitals. The 
day was a landmark in the country's (and world's) growing 
environmental movement. Activists see hope in the widespread 
interest in the environment but must hope that yesterday's celebration 
has not over-hyped the cause and turned it into a world-wide fad . 
Environmentalists face the difficult task of keeping the environment 
on the public's mind when it may already have had enough. EARTH 
DAY EVERY DA YI 
The Army has once again rejected the idea of women in combat, 
rebuffing a Pentagon report which recommended that women be 
allowed to participate on an experimental basis. Many women in the 
military feel that their careers may not move along as quickly as those 
of male counterparts because of the lack of field experience. 
page 4 
Sergeant Grizz States ... 
THE BEAR FACTS 
NOTE: The Bear Facts is an ongoing report of events and incidents 
in which the Ursinus Security Department and its officials become 
involved on campus and within the Residential Village. Each week the 
column will feature some incidents which have taken place the prior 
week that are of interest to the entire college community. It is not the 
intent here to embarrass anyone-- we just report The Bear Facts. 
4/3/90 at 11:5S pm: A resident of Shreiner reports that on two 
separate occasions that she received harassing and obscene phone 
calls. On one of the calls, the voice of the caller was recorded on her 
answering machine. Investigation continues by Security. 
4/4/90 at 3:1S pm: The Student Activities Office reported that the 
"sound mixing board" used for the sound system was missing from 
their storage closet. This "board" is the back-up unit. Anyone having 
information about this unit, please contact Security or Student 
Activities Office. 
4/5/90 at 4:00 am: A student called Security and reported that 
while driving on the campus road toward Reimert, another vehicle 
swerved toward her and she jumped the curb and struck the trash 
container attached to the light pole. Report taken for insurance 
purposes. 
4/6/90 at 1:30 am: A student reported that sometime during the 
night, unknown person(s) vandalized her vehicle which was parked 
on E lot. Eight to ten male students were seen on this lot and Security 
will be interviewing these students. 
4/6/90 at 1:45pm: Two residents of Hobson report that sometime 
during the night, unknown person(s) removed the car emblems from 
their vehicles. Investigation continues. 
4/12190 at 6:S0 am: While on patrol, Security observed a vehicle 
on B lot with a smashed rear windshield. Collegeville Police were 
called to investigate this act of criminal mischief. 
4/12190 at 7:30 am: Security Officer discovered that unknown 
person(s) damaged the door to the microwave popcorn vending 
machine located in the Reimert lobby. 
4/12/90 at 8:00 am: Security is notified by one of the contractors at 
the Olin Building site that sometime during the night, unknown 
person(s) entered their vehicle and broke off the turning signal. 
Report taken by the Collegeville Police. 
4/12190 at 8:50 am: While on patrol, Security discovers another 
vehicle has been damaged during the night. This vehicle was parked 
on M lot and a door window was smashed. Collegeville Police were 
called and a report taken and investigation continues. 
SGT. GRIZZ AND THE COLLEGEVILLE POLICE WOULD 
APPRECIATE YOU HELP IN LOCATING THE INDIVI-
DUAL(S) RESPONSIBLE FOR THESE ACTS OFCRIMINAL 
MISCHIEF. 
4/12190 at 1:40 am: Security Officer discovered two males in the 
Quad. After spotting the Officer, these students ran from Security and 
were apprehended and identified. Students referred to OSL. 
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Condom Commission Repo~t 
By Ellen Sylvester them at risk of getting AIDS or a conaom machine. 
For the Grizzly STDs. 68.5% agree 34.2% neutral 
Back in the middle of the first 50.8% agree 3S.4% 9.2% disagree 
semester, a committee was formed neutral 35.2% disagree 9. People would take the con-
to assess student needs and opin- 4. I would benefit froma forum dom dispensing machine seriously 
ions concerning AIDS/STDs and on the topics of AIDS or STDs. and would use it without vandal-
the possibility of having condom 72.6% yes 39.9%no izing it. 
machines on the Ursinus campus. 5. There is a need for condom 36.1 % agree SO.S% neutral 
Soon after the start of the second machines on campus to provide 25.7% disagree 
semester, the committee distribut- effecti-ve protection from 10. There is a need for other 
ed a survey to the entire campus, AIDS/STDs. forms of birth control (besides 
through the Resident Assistants, 83.6% agree 4.7% neutral condoms). 
asking for response to various state- 15.3% disagree SI.3% agree 3S.9% neutral 
ments about AIDS/STDs. A week 6. What would be a good-loca- IS.8% disagree 
or two later, the surveys were tion(s) for this condom dispensing 11. There is a need for educa-
collected and the results were tal- machine? tional programs on campus. 
lied. About one-third of the stu- a)bathrooms b)laundry rooms 68.7% agree 31.6% neutral 
dents (423) responded to the sur- c)health center d)other 11.S% disagree 
vey. The results are as follows: 78.9% 20.S% 20.5% 
1. I feel I am properly informed S.6% 
about STDs and AIDS. Wismer ranked high 
75.6% agree 26.2% for choice 'd' 
neutral 12.2%disagree 7. I would pay ( ) for condoms: 
2. I feel my past andlor present a) less than '25¢ b)2S¢ c)more 
activities could leave me at risk of than 2S¢, if so, how much more? 
getting AIDS or STDs. 9.4% 57.2% 3S.9% 
The committee is now set to make 
proposals to both President Rich-
ter and Dean Kane. If both parties 
approve the idea, a machine may 
be installed during the summer in a 
trial location for the fall semester. 16.3% agree 16.3% Students were willing 
neutral 79.4% disagree to pay between 3S¢ and $1.00. From there, the committee will 
3. I feel my friends' past andlor SO¢was the top choice. assess its usefulness, convenence, 
present sexual activities could leave 8. People would frequently use and benefit to the students. 
New Meal Plans Next Year 
By Judd Woytek 
of the Grizzly 
Gerry Sylvester, from Wood 
Food Service, suggested at the last 
Dining Hall Committee meeting, 
April 7, that Ursinus possibly im-
plement the 5- or 7-day meal plan 
which Muhlenberg College cur-
rently uses. This new meal plan 
would offer the "choice" for which 
students have been asking. 
Under this meal plan, students 
would be able w choose to eat at 
Wismer either only Monday 
through Friday or every day. The 
continental breakfast on weekends 
would be eliminated, leaving a 
total of 19 meals served at Wismer 
during the week. Freshmen would 
be required to take the 7-day plan. 
"This plan will give the students 
a choice, which seems to be what 
they are asking for," said Sylvester. 
After implementation, which 
would require the purchase of a 
computer system to read ID cards, 
Wismer could expand in later 
years to offer more varied meal 
plans. "We need to introduce new 
things one step at a time," added 
Sylvester. 
The committee also decided that 
the "Zack Pac" and "Zack Pac 
Plus" would be offered to students 
for next semester (see the March 
26 Grizzly for details). 
Michelle Kelly, Commuter As-
sistant, brought some commuter 
concerns to the committee and it 
was decided that some sort of 
package plan, where commuters 
could buy a book of meal tickets to 
be used in Wismer, would be 
offered next semester. Details are 
being worked out at present. 
The committee has its final meet-
ing Monday, April 30 at 5:30 pm 
in the Faculty Dining Room. Any-
one interested may attend this 
open meeting. 
Please return the Food Serv-
ice Surveys that you have re-
ceived to your RA by tomorrow. 
We need the surveys back to find 
out what concerns students still 
have about the dining service. 
Earth Day, Cont'd 
I "Make Earth Day every day." 
student reaction to Earth Day 
1990 was very positive with so 
many serious issues being dis-
cussed, it was still festive enough 
so that it was really a good time. 
As student Tom Willis put it, "It's 
. nice to see a campus event that's 
fun - and it's for a good cause!" It 
was wonderfull to see so many 
smiling faces along with the interest 
in the environment. One of 
USEACs goals was to promote 
The saying "Make Earth Day 
every day" was integral to the 
concept of Earth Day 1990. All of 
the interest and participation in 
working toward saving the planet 
should not fizzle out on Monday 
morning. Earth Day was designed 
to promote values and changes in 
lifestyles that will carryon through 
the rest of tht: year, and every year 
after that. But to make sure ofthat, 
USEAC plans to continue its activi-
ties and events on campus, as well 
as planning for next year's Earth 
Day. Anyone interested in doing 
something for the preservation is 
encouraged to join USEAC. Re-
member: every little bit helps and 
it's up to us to save the Earth. Let's 
not let it down. 
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Tracksters Finish Season at MACs 
By Tim Driscoll 
of the Grizzly 
As the end of the spring semester 
approaches, so does the climax of 
the Men's Track season - the MAC 
meet, held this year at Getysburg 
College in two weeks. In prepara-
tion for this meet, the men's team 
has traveled the state, running two 
meets a week most weeks, to try 
aod gear its runners up for this last 
meet of the regular season. 
In the first meet of the outdoor 
season, the track team attended the 
1990 Greyhound Invitational, held 
at Moravian College in Bethlehem, 
Pa. In the 400 meters, Bill Bunnell 
started his season with a quick 
52.44, placing him ninth in the 
competitive meet. Mike McMullin 
placed sixth in the half mile, run-
ning 159.9, with Jim Widmaier 
and Dan Bubb taking fifteenth and 
eighteenth, respectively. In the 1500 
meters, Brian Drummond and John 
Mellody went ninth and tenth, 
respectively. The mile relay took 
sixth in 3:35.5. Tim Driscoll placed 
tenth in the 5000 meters in 15:37.9, 
with Matt Laramore and Rob 
Hacker close behind. Ron Kimmel 
threw to a seventh place finish in 
I the javelin and Ken Sprankle 
jumped twelve feet in the pole 
vault, also placing seventh. The 
highlight of the cold, snowy day, 
however was the 10,000 meter 
run, with Ursinus' John Martin 
winning and Joe Kershner placing 
third. Both qualified for the MAC 
meet at that distance. 
In the Bears' first dual meet 
competition, they travelled up to 
Franklin and Marshall College, to 
take on F&M and Johns Hopkins 
University. In a closely fought duel 
between the Bears and F&M, the 
meet came down to the final event. 
After all but the triple jump, the 
two schools were neck and neck. 
F&M went on to win the triple 
jump, and thus, the meet. Ursinus 
place second, with Hopkins coming 
in third. Ursinus men jumped into 
their season with a one win, one 
loss record and some fine indivi-
dual performances. The distance 
and middle distance runners 
showed that they are ready to 
compete with the top runners in 
the conference. 
On March 31, Coach Whatley 
also took his men up to compete in 
the tough Susquehanna Invita-
tional. Although the team did not 
score highly, lacking the necessary 
depth in many events that is needed 
to compete as a team with the top 
squads in the area, many indivi-
duals turned in good efforts and, in 
some cases, personal bests. The 
first men's event of the day, the 
10,000 meter run, saw Driscoll 
and Laramore run the race for the 
first time in their respective college 
careers. Both runners qualified eas-
ily for the MAC 10,000 meters. In 
the 1500 meters, McMullin ran a 
personal best time of 4:0 1.3. In the 
half mile, Matt Becker ran a 1 :58, 
also a personal best, and the 400 
meters saw Bunnell run fifty-point 
- very near his best time in that 
race. The mile relay team of Bun-
nell, Widmaier, Becker and Mc-
Mullin, ran 3:03.3,just three tenths 
of a second away from qualifying 
for the MAC meet. John Martin 
and Joe Kershner both ran under 
15:30 in the 5000 meters. with 
Lady Bears Run Ahead 
By Kathleen Bowers 
of the Grizzly 
Rain, snow and cold, windy 
weather have made this outdoor 
track season trying. Even so, the 
Ursinus women's track team is 
coming together. Performances in 
recent meets have been improving. 
Some have already qualified for 
the upcoming MAC competition 
and several others are close. As the 
weather improves, it is easier to get 
psyched up and have fun. The 
team is looking confidently to the 
last two weeks of the season. 
Ursinus has strong competitors 
in most events, both on the track 
and in the field events. senior co-
captain Gwen O'Donohue leads a 
powerful and dependable troup of 
distance runners, dubbed "ma-
chines" by co-captain Dorothy 
O'Malley. O'Donohue consistently 
either wins or places high in the 
1500, 3000 and 800 (in which she 
just broke the 2:30 barrier with a 
2:29 on Saturday). Kris Wagner 
has also had her share of wins in 
the 1500 and 3000, and Teresa 
Springer is usually close behind. 
The team always gets a boost 
from jumpers O'Malley, Dawn 
Warner and Jen Taylor. O'Malley 
consistently wins the high jump 
and is looking for a first place at 
the MACs. Taylor has often been 
sick this season but has pulled off 
wins in both the triple and long 
jumps. On Saturday, Warner broke 
16 feet in the long jump for the first ' 
time this year. She has been "extra-
ordinarily dependable" all year, 
says O'Malley. 
Monica Satangelo has had wins 
in both the shot put and discus. 
Fellow thrower Stacey Decencio 
has been competitive in all three 
weight events. She k>oks particular-
ly strong in the javelin, which she 
has won several times. 
Ursinus seems to struggle every 
year with few sprinters. But the 
entire team received a boost on 
Saturday when the 4XlO0 relay 
team qualified for MACs. Sue 
Wehner, Taylor, Warner, Cara 
Console and Jen Kampherstein 
have all run on the relay. Wehner 
has also been outstanding in 
the400, witha season best of62.8 
on Saturday. Both she and Kamph-
erstein are near qualifying for 
MACs in the 200. 
Ursinus has one final home 
meet this Wednesday at 3:30. 
Come out and cheer! For those 
who are only seconds away from 
qualifying times, your encourage-
ment can make the difference. 
MACs will be at Gettysburg on 
May 5 and 6. Though the small 
number of people makes competi-
tion as a team difficult, UC looks 
to bring home lots of individual 
medals. Best of luck to seniors 
Dorothy, Gwt:n and Monica. 
Martin placing seventh, and Rob 
Hacker turning in a third place 
finish in the steeplechase. 
On the seventh of April, one 
week after Susquehanna, the Bears 
were to host Muhlenberg and Eliz-
abethtown in a triangular meet. 
After only a few events, however, 
heavy snow caused the cancellation 
of the meet, but not until Ursinus 
had won the 400 meter relay, and 
took first, second and third in the 
1500 meters. 
The Wednesday following the 
cancelled meet, Ursinus played 
host again, this time to Albright 
College. The Bears won the meet 
easily, winning thirteen of the se-
venteen events. They took 1-2-3 in 
the 1500, 1-2 in the 400, and 1-2-4 
in the intermediate hurdles. Ursinus 
also took 1-2-3 in the 5000, shot 
put and discus. 
The next meet saw some of the 
go to Delaware Invitational. The 
meet was not scored as a team 
meet, but individually, the Bears 
held their own against competition 
less intense than they had thought. 
The half saw Becker run a 2:01 , 
placing second in his heat, and 
Dan Bubb run a 2:12. McMullin 
wan the 1500 meters in 4:01 .6. 
McMullin has shown himself to be 
one of the most consistent runners 
of the season in the 1500. Hacker 
took fifth in the steeplechase and 
the 5000 saw Driscoll, John Martin 
and Laramore go 2-3-4 behind a 
LaSalle runner. 
Last Wednesday, the Bears took 
their 2-1 dual meet record up to 
Dela ware Valley College to take 
on host Del Val and Haverford. 
Sadly outmatched and outmanned, 
Ursinus lost to both teams, the 
only consolation from the fact that 
each of their opponents es vying 
for a top berth in the MAC meet in 
May. 
Last Saturday, Ursinus went 
back to Moravian's track to com-
pete in a triangular meet against 
Moravian and Widener. Lacking 
key personnel, Ursinus again lost 
to both teams, dropping their record 
to 2-5 with two teams left to face. 
Yet. despite their less than hopeful 
, Please turn to Page 6 
Netters Roll 
By Michele McCabe 
for the Grizzly 
The Ursinus Women's Tennis 
Team has clearly dominated their 
opponents throughout the season, 
and the netters have extended their 
winning record to 7-2. In a season 
plagued by rainouts and cold 
weather, the Lady Bears have de-
monstrated a tremendous amount 
of determination and unyielding 
teamwork to become one of the 
top teams in the conference. 
The experience and depth of the 
team has truly been a key factor in 
their victories this season. These 
victories have been over such rivals 
as Muhlenberg, which Ursinus de-
feated 7-2, Albright, 9-0, Philadel-
phia Textile, 7-2, and Division I 
Drexel, 7-2. Their most exciting 
victory of the season, though, came 
last Friday when they defeated the 
1989 MAC Team Champions, 
Swarthmore, in a thrilling 5-4 
match. 
Superior singles action largely 
contributed to the victory. Indi-
vidual victories include: at number 
two singles, Janet Crutcher. 6-2, 
6-1; number three singles Alison 
Sedgwick, 7-5, 6-1; and at number 
six singles, Cleary Clarke, 6-1, 7-5. 
To clinch the win, the third doubles 
team of Sue Mockus and Helena 
Hertlein won with a score of 6-3, 
6-3. 
This week the netters will try to 
continue their winning streak in 
three home matches. Monday, the 
team will resume a rained out 
match against a strong- Franklin 
and Marshall team. Tuesday, they 
will face Widener, and on Friday, 
another rained out match will be 
finished against Bryn Mawr. All 
three matches begin at 3:30, and 
support from students and faculty 
would be greatly appreciated by 
the team. 
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Bears Bounce Hackers No More Track 
." By Dennis Moir 
Grizzly Sports Editor 
Although the golfing world is 
not exactly ready to award Ursinus 
golf coach Dave Trumbower a 
green jacket for turning the Ursinus 
Golf Team around, he has been 
able to build the team into a very 
respectable one. 
freshman Doug West is the surprise 
of 1990. Coach Trumbower was 
not sure what to expect of West, 
yet he has become one of the most 
consistent golfers on the team. 
. Wi,":~~~~fI~ t;c~~ ~ ~. 
record, the Ursinus distance and 
middle distance runners have been 
holding their own against some 
stiff competition. The Bears again 
placed 1-2-4 in the 5000 with all 
three runners running personal 
bests. In the 1500, McMullin con-
tinued his steadfast, quality racing, 
again topping the field, with Brian 
Drummond running to a fourth 
place finish in a personal best time 
After a week in which the Bears 
went 3-1 by beating Delaware 
Valley, Philadelphia Textile, and 
FDU-Madison, the Bears record 
stands at 6-8 overall and 5-5 in 
MAC play. Coach Trumbower is 
most impressed with the depth his 
team has shown. Several matches 
have been played without key 
players and their replacements filled I 
in very well. 
Leading the charge for the Bears 
is senior captain Mike Ignatowicz. 
He is coming off a week in which 
he tied his own personal best at 
UC, with a 76 against Franklin 
and Marshall. Twenty-six year old 
Jim Petch is another first year 
golfer who is the key piece to the 
puzzle. His 80 against Textile was 
a personal best for him. 
The pia y of senior Bill Kirschner 
and Eric Lambright must be 
noted here also. Kirschner is a 
second year player who has im-
proved over the last two seasons. 
Lambright is the number two man 
on the team, and is hoping his 
good play will carryover into the 
MACs. 
The Bears are currently prepar-
ing for next week's MACs. With 
two matches left, the team still eyes 
a .500 season. Ignatowicz adds, "I 
said at the beginning of the season 
we could do it, and if everyone 
comes around, we will. 
---------------------------------~ 
Sports Beat 
Mondc..v, April 23 -- Tennis (m) at Trenton State, 
3:00 
Tuesday, April 24 -- Golf vs. A lbright and Moravian, 
1:00 
Baseball vs. Albright, 3:00 
Softball at St. Joseph's (dh), 3:00 
Lacrosse at Rutgers, 3:30 


















Thursday, April 26 -- Track (m& w) at Penn Relays : 
Golf vs. Drexel and Philadelphia Textile, 1:00 : 
Softball at Albright (dh), 2:30 
Friday, April 27 -- Track (m&w) at Penn Relays 
Tennis (m&w) at MACs 
Lacrosse at Trenton, 7:00 
Monday, April 30 -- Softball at Philadelphia Textile 
(dh),3:00 
Lacrosse vs. Millersviile, 4:00 
By Nils Groten 
of the Grizzly 
On April II, the baseball team 
lost, 5-2, to Franklin and Marshall 
in a Mid-Atlantic Conference 
game. The Bears were also defeated 
by FDU-Madison on April 18. 
Agaist F&M, the Bears' bats 
were silent, striking out 12 times to 
a pair of F&M pitchers. Paul 
Wagner was the only Bear who 
growled as he collected three hits 
to lead the anemic attack. Bill 
Reedy had suffered the loss 
before Gene Metzger relieved him. 
Against FDU-Madison the 'D' 
was once ajlain adequate, but the 
offense managed only four hits. 
Julian Brown, who pitched three 
strong innings and went 2-for-4, 
was the bright spot for Ursinus. 
Brown held the Jersey Devils to no 
runs andjust one hit before he was 
relieved. He also scored two of the 
Bears' three runs to cap an all-
around great performance. 
The team's record is now 1-2-1 
in the MAC and 3-8-1 overall. 
Saturday'S doubleheader against 
Haverford was rained out and will 
be played Monday, May 7. 
Zack's 
of 4: 12. The half mile saw McMul-
lin in second, with a I :58. Lou 
Haenel placed fourth in the 100 
dash, Widmaier and Becker took 
third and fourth in the 400 meters, 
the 400 relay ran to second place 
and Ken Sprankle jumped 12'6" 
in the pole vault to take second. 
The men's mile relay team place 
third in 3:35. 
The next track meet on schedule 
is a triangular meet against Muhle-
nberg and Baptist Bible. It is also 
the last home meet of the season 
and takes place this Wednesday 
afternoon. Penn Relays is coming 
up Friday, and Millersville Metrics 
is Saturday, both powerful invita-
tionals. The track team would 
appreciate any support that you 
can give, especially as they gear up 
for the MAC meet! 
Specials For The Week 
MClnday, -Gr. Chet?se/Tom., 
Med. Drink-$2.45 
Tuesday, -Turkey Hoagie, Med. 
Drink-$2.70 
Wednesday, -Hamburger, 
Onion Rinqs, Med. DriJ ,~-$.~ '0 
Thursday, -Ham Sandwich 
w/Let. & Tom., Med. Drink,-$2. 
Friday, - Tuna 
Drink-$2.95 . 
r-------------------------------~ I Breakfast Special8am - llam : 
I Scrambled Egg Sandwich $.85 I 
I $.05 Cup of Coffee I 
~-------------------------------~ 
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Why Earth Day? 
The entire campus community is cordially invited to 
attend the unveiling and reception of the Spring, 1990 
issue of The Lantern, Ursinus' literary magazine on 
Monday, April 30, at 4:00 p.m. outside of Musser Hall. In 
case of inclement weather, the reception will be held in the 
upper gallery of the Berman Museum of Art. Patrons to 
The Lantern and all who submitted works for consider-
ation in the Spring, 1990 issue of The Lantern are 
especially encouraged to attend the reception. 
In conjunction with yesterday's celebration of Earth 
Day, 1990, this semester's issue of The Lantern features an 
environmental section of poetry and artwork as well as a 
variety of other works. Contributors to the magazine will 
also read excerpts of their works during the reception, and 
light refreshments will be served. Prizes of $50 each will 
be awarded to the contributors with the best artwork and 
the best environmental piece. 
Any questions about the reception should be directed 
to Dr. Jon Volkmer, adviser, at ext. 2355, Michelle 
Grande at 489-2643, or Matthew Noll at 489-5141. 
SUMMER STUDENT ASSIST ANT NEEDED 
The Ursinus College American Studies Program needs a live-in 
Student Assistant for the period July 23-August 18, 1990. Duties 
include serving as the "RA" for forty English-speaking students from 
Toboku Gakuin University (Sendai, Japan); assisting whe program 
director and teaching staff; driving a college van on fie1d trips and 
excursions; and coordinating extra-curricular and social activities. 
Applicants must bvve Ursin us College students or alumni and be at 
least 21 years old by the program starting date. Good interpersonal 
communication skills and willingness to commit oneself to four 
weeks of intensive intercultural experience are a must for the job. 
Previous Musser Hall or RA background and/ or some knowledge of 
Japanese culture and society preferred. Good salary, plus room and 
board (Musser Hall) and expenses, plus an invaluable experience! 
Contact Professor Doughty for more information. Office phone: 
x2229 / home: 948-0734. Apply before April 30. 
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Earth Day - Serious? 
By Anthony McCurdy 
of the Grizzly 
"J<;n"l1 v P~rth Dav is ' taken 
seriously" - or is it? That Wa§ the 
topic of the open dialogue on 
Thursday, April 19. The moderat-
ors were the Rev. M. Scott Landis 
the USEAC advisor, and Dr. Bruc~ 
Rideout, who has been research-
ing students' reactions to environ-
mental issues and problems. The 
.dialogue was cozy, with sixteen 
people attending; half students and I 
half faculty. 
Rideout began the discussion by 
posing the question, "Are people 
taking Earth Day seriously?" The 
general consensus seemed to be 
positive, but negative points were 
brought up concerning how long 
environmental concerns would stay 
serious after Earth Day, and how 
seriously the government, local, 
state and federal, seems to be 
taking Earth Day. As one student 
pointed out, the President of the 
United States is kicking back and 
goingflShing on Earth Day. What 
kind of message does this send to 
the world?, he wondered. It exem-
plified the feeling that most of the 
participants had about government 
reaction - there did not seem to be 
any government reaction at all. 
The topics covered in the discus~ 
sion ranged from the role of the US 
in international environmental 
concerns to the role of the indivi-
dual in celebrating Earth Day to 
the viability of a Green Party in the 
US. 
It was interesting to note the 
dichotomy typical to discussions 
concerning environmental issues 
especially discussions in which activ~ 
ists are participants: any discussion 
concerning the ideals, values and 
plans tend to be very positive, 
almost exuberant at times, but it 
quickly becomes negative when 
talk turns to the actual implement-
ation of these theories. Dr. Hugh 
Clark stated his belief that the 1-
can-make-a-difference-in-the-
world attitude is due to the "hubris" 
or pride of Americans. This ' 
The Grizzly 
" hubris" makes Americans think 
they can change the world, but as 
Clark bluntly explained, they can-
not save the world on their own, 
pointing out exampleS such as 
rampant pollution in China and 
growing industrializationin the 
Third World. 
On a local scale, Beverly Oehlert 
told the group of her attempt to be 
environmentally conscious by tak-
ing a canvas bag to supermarket 
for her groceries. Before she had 
time to explain the bag concept to 
the cashiers, they had "filled" the 
canvas bag with a loaf of bread 
and efficiently distributed the rest 
of the groceries into plastic grocery 
sacks. 
The importance of Earth Day ' 
1990 was recognized by everyone 
there; whether or not it has a 
lasting effect remains to be seen. 
Earth Day promises to be a day of 
fun and learning with a worthwhile 
long-term goal: to make Earth 
Day every day. Can our "hubris" 
handle that concept? Here's hoping. 
April 23, 1990 
RAs for 90-91 
The following is a list of Resident 
Assistants for the 1990-1991 school 
year: 







































Nicole Zohil . 
Commuter Assistant 
Kathryn Keller 
Art at UC 
o'rt Your Local RA 
Grizzly Staff Report 
The annual Student Art Exhibit 
is now up at the Berman Museum 
of Art. In previous years, the ex-
hibit had been held in the Myrin 
Library but with the advent of the 
Museum, that is no longer neces-
sary. 
r-------~--~~~~----------~ 
Have you wonder~d what happened to Jack Cobbs? You can find 
out on page 11. 
EMISSION INSPECTION ST A TE INSPECTION. 
SCHRADER'S AMOCO 
DAVE SCHRADER 




By Maria Costa 
Special for the Grizzly 
It's midriight and you've run out 
of typing paper for your project 
which is due in eight hours. Where 
can you go? Maybe it's 10 degrees 
outside and you have no heat. 
Where can you get help? Perhaps 
you're depressed and need a trust-
worthy friend to give you advice. 
To whom can you turn? Luckily, 
you have a dependable person 
nearby who is always there to help 
-- your RA. 
Made up of forty-one dedicated 
students, the Resident Assistant 
staff provides residents with a vital 
link to the services offered by the 
Office of Student Life. Rigorously 
screened and trained, the resident 
assistants' main duties are: to de-
velop a sense of community in 
their areas; to counsel their resi-
dents; to facilitate the smooth run-
ning of the residence halls; and to 
enforce college policies. Achieving 
these goals requires a great amount 
of time, most of which includes 
training, weekly staff meetings and 
duty nights. 
To honor the RAs, today has 
been designated RA Appreciation 
Day. So, stop and think about the 
commitment that your RA has 
made to you and your fellow 
residents. Thanking your RA today 
would ?e .a great way to show your 
appreCiatIOn for his/ her efforts in 
making your area a better place to 
live. 
Tunnel Steams BWC 
By Judd Woytek 
of the Grizzly 
Residents of BWC have been 
waking up to the sound of a variety 
of construction equipment each 
morning for the past few months. 
This interruption of their beauty 
sleep is brought about because of 
the maintenance tunnel that has 
been progressing across campus 
for the past year. 
This new tunnel is being built to 
provide stea~ (as well as to update 
the electrical systems) to all cam-
pus buildings for heating purposes. 
This will improve the heat not 
only in rooms, but also in the 
water, which means that you won't 
have to take those cold showers 
anymore! 
The tunnel is about to begin its 
progression toward Pfahler Hall. It 
will extend out into the Pfahler 
parking lot, but the lot will remain 
open with only a few parking 
spaces closed off. Work on the 
tunnel will stop for graduation so 
as not to interfere with traffic 
patterns and then will continue 
throughout the summer months. 
Final completion, with con-
nection to Pfahler, is scheduled for 
no later than September 1 of this 
year. So, when we all get back next 
fall, we will all be able to heat our 
rooms better and take nice, long, 
HOT showers! 
The exhibit, installed in the 
front and part of the Main Gallery, 
consists of work by students in Ted 
Xaras' and Barbara Zucker's studio 
art classes, and, in a first for the 
student show, videos by students 
in Jay Miller's advanced TV pro-
duction classes. There are 74 works 
in all that come in all varieties of 
media, from oil and acrylic paint 
to drawings in pencil, pen and ink, 
and conte crayon. There are also 
pastels and a sculpture by Amy 
Wayes. Themes of the works in-
clude portraits, stilllifes and land-
scapes and some fantasy works. 
The show runs from April 21-
May 1. A reception will be held in 
honor of the artists on Wednesday, 
April 25. All students, faculty and 
staff are invited. 
Graduation, from page 1 
key deposit as a contribution to the 
Annual Fund and may check this 
option on the back of their option 
card. 10 Class representatives will 
also be available to answer any 
questions that seniors may have 
regarding financial gifts to the 
College. All contributions to the 
College must be made before the 
end of the College's fiscal year Oil 
June 30, 1990. 
Congratulations to the Class of 
1990! 
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Art & Entertainment 
Lisa's Heart's in Art 
By Jason Brehouse 
for the Grizzly 
Two and a half years ago, Lisa 
Tremper-Barnes, Director of the 
Philip and Muriel Berman Museum 
of Art, arrived at Ursinus College 
by means of what is known as the 
"museum grapevine." She came 
with the knowledge that she might 
have the opportunity to develop a 
museum from the ground up. 
Tremper-Barnes majored in art 
history during her college days at 
the University ' of Richmond. She 
recalls her father telling her that 
her choice of major would get her 
nothing once she went into the real 
world, but her love of art would 
not allow her to alter her first 
choice. Upon graduation from col-
lege, she quickly learned that her 
father had spoken the truth. Unable 
to find a job, she went back to 
school, at the University of South-
ern California, to earn her master's 
degree in art history. Her intention 
was to become an art history 
teacher. While attending graduate 
school she had the opportunity to 
work at the Fisher Galleries of 
USc. The work at the gallery 
taught her how to run interference 
for the museum director, prepare 
educational lectures and pamphlet, 
and the art of borrowing and 
loaning art work. 
Through her USC connections, 
Tremper-Barnes acquired a super-
visory job with the Armand Ham-
mer Foundation. The foundation 
was based in Los Angeles and 
maintained three collections that 
were always on the road. Her job 
required that she travel extensively 
with the collections. "Dr. Ham-
mer's policy required that a found-
ation representative live with the 
collection while it was on display - , 
to serve as an added security per-
son," she said. "I learned the muse-
um's methods and techniques. It 
was a thrilling opportunity." Trem-
per-Barnes' travels enabled her to 
experience a variety of museums 
of all sizes, shapes and styles. 
The experiences that Tremper-
Barnes had been exposed to at this 
point had developed a background 
that exhibited both the broad and 
specific natures of the field. It was 
this diverse background that would 
make her an ideal candidate for 
Ursinus' newly created 'Museum 
Director. Tremper-Barnes was very 
pleased when she was extended an 
offer to work for the College. The 
job presented her with an oppor-
tunity to work with art and even-
tually establish her own museum, 
while maintaining an academic 
tie-in. 
As the director of the Museum, 
Tremper-Barnes' responsibilities 
are numerous. Preparations for an 
exhibit start a year in advance. She 
works with both faculty and stu-
dents in determining what the 
campus wants to see in its exhibits. 
Once the type of exhibit has been 
chosen, Tremper-Barnes must 
research ways that she can obtain 
works for the exhibition. In ad-
dition to this task, she must make 
the appropriate contacts, obtain 
insurance, make up labels, produce 
a publication for the exhibit and 
procure funding. Tremper-Barnes 
is aided in these jobs by Collec-
tions Manager Nancy Francis. Lest 
anyone wonder, Tremper-Barnes 
is also responsible for overseeing 
the sculpture about the campus. 
She is also very proud of the fact 
that the Louvre in France contacte.d 
her in December about the pos-
sibility of borrowing two paintings 
by turn-of-the-century Philadelphia 
artist Jean Adolphe in the Ursinus 
collection. Overall, Tremper-
Barnes' ultimate goal is to add to 
the credibility of the museum and 
its art collection. 
Soda Can's Debut 
By Brian Wenny 
Of the Grizzly 
This week's topic is Soda Can's 
debut album Powertool. The title 
is appropriate, this album is a 
powertool. Chances are, this album 
is like nothing you have ever heard 
before. Influenced by everything 
from rap to jazz to hardcore, this 
high-energy baQd has created a 
unique style which the band call 
"righteous hyper-funk." The album 
of the New Jersey-based trio cap-
tures the essence of their high 
voltage live shows, which have 
earned them a great reputation in 
the New York City club scene. 
Powertool opens with "House 
Drunk," followed by "Texas Gun 
Shop," in which the band demon-
strates its ability to make use of 
different musical textures and tem-
po changes. Next comes the furious 
"Redhead," a track which illus-
trates the band's social and musical 
outlook, "Get that Deadhead out 
ouUa my bed." "lB Shuffle" 
features a highly syncopated drum 
solo representative of the frenzied 
polyrhythmic style of drummer 
Fred Mann. In "Hey Mike," bassist 
Tom Gerridge is showcased as he 
lays down a hard funk groove, 
characteristic of his style. The title 
cut demonstrates guitarist Trip 
Costner's thrashing rhthmic guitar 
style and also includes what may 
be the most chaotic guitar solo to 
date. An unusual highlight of the 
album, "Fred's Farm" is a sort of 
hardcore-country song which 
makes use of farm animal noises 
from a See-n-Say children's toy. 
The album's sonic asault includes 
eleven other cuts with such titles as 
"Waxing Gibbousing," "Sok 10k," 
and "Fish Sandwich." Powertool 
is a cornucopia which overflows 
with musical variety. However, it 
is not for the faint at heart. If you 
feel ready to try something new, 
try Soda Can's Powertool, it will 
broaden your horizons. 
Play by the Stars I 
BY LUCINDA L' AMOUR II 
Grizzly Columnist I 
To the Class of 1990: 
And so goodbye to you whom I shall see tomorrow, next year, and 
when I'm fifty. For two years Lucinda's safely avoided the graduate 
farewell, but this time I fear I shall not escape unscathed. Since you 
can only truly do anything once, Lucinda doesn't want to goof her 
first and last tah-tah. Endings are hard though, especially when you're 
left with words that can express everything except the tightness in 
your gut-and that's what matters most. 
I consequently have had a difficult time beating some sense out of 
my head, and I so desperately wanted this to be a stellar column. 
Lucinda even resorted to getting my palm read by Madonna for 
inspiration; all I got, however, was a promise of good health, two kids 
down the line, and a future with a guy with the initial J. The palm 
reading was, I admit, an act of sheer desperation, because even though 
I've enjoyed forecasting the weather for your weekend escapades, 
Lucinda's never been big on speculation or reminiscences. 
We've had our times. Most of them good and we'll gloss over the 
bad till our whole four years here are tidily packaged into perhaps a 
trilogy of stories to be shelved and then taken down and re-told when 
the snapshots of history catch our eye. You figure if we're lucky, some 
knowledge and friendships wiII hang on for a few years; if we work at 
it, perhaps one or two for life. But that's it. 
We feel we've worked and sweated and earned the right to walk 
down the aisle or trip up the steps on May 13th. We'II spend just 
about the whole week before drinking ourselves silly in attempts to 
numb that tightness in our guts, and when that afternoon arrives, we' II 
hug each other, saying, "This is our day!" And we will never be more 
wrong. 
I hasten to warn you, even if you've worked your way through 
school, commencement is not for us, it's for everyone else in 
Helfferich Hall who won't be wearing the unseasonal monk garb. 
Sure, we're the ones who get to don the outfits, shake some 
authoritative hands, and see our names neatly scrawled on expensive 
velIum, but that hour and a half that's more pomp and circumcision 
than circumstance is for everyone who's dreamed the day for us. 
Commencement is for our parents and families who worked to get us 
there, the faculty and staff who nurtured us through, and the friends 
gone before, behind and with us who've made it alI worthwhile. Not 
us. After all, all we're doing is physically leaving Ursinus. And it's not 
like we'II miss the rain, the food, or the College's seeming obsession 
with quality. 
We don't need the grand finale to recognize this passage in our 
lives. We know where we are,just not quite where we're going. What 
this tells me is that the end is not a place, but a process. And since this 
is the second time around for alI of us, we realize commencement 
doesn't really mean end anyway! We alI know we'll be back 
somehow, and just as long as we don't try to make our life experiences 
mimic the past four years, Lucinda thinks the Class of 1990 will fare 
well. 
For moi, this commencement marks a special time as I bury the 
persona of Lucinda L' Amour. Granted, I'm convinced there's a 
Lucinda in alI of us, otherwise no one would have liked or despised 
these coarse ramblings. But if I've learned anything through this 
column, it's don't be afraid to contradict yourself, and always have the 
courage to take the responsibility for your thoughts and feelings and 
act upon it. 
So before we close the lid and throw a limp rose on this baby, allow 
me one final Ursinese remark. Like President Richter's "dream," 
Lucinda too has a fantasy where tuition is concerned: Free at last, Free 
at last! 
Lucinda wishes the Class of 1990 good life, sex, and peace. Let's try 
not to take ourselves too seriously. And if you're wondering who 
Lucinda is, look for me on the 13th. I'II be the one in black with the 
funky hat...trying to control my exuberance. 
This is the leave we never really take. 
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The Nation's Top Singles 
1. Sinead O'Connor 
Nothing Compares 2 U 
2. Jane Child 
Don't Wanna FaU In Love 
3. Lisa Stansfield 
AU Around the World 
4. Calloway 
I Wanna Be Rich 
5. Tommy Page 
I'U Be Your Everything 
6. Luther Vandross 
Here and Now 
7. Michael Bolton 
1'\1 Be Your Everything 
8. Kiss 
Forever 
9. Motley Crue 
Without Vou 
10. A' Me Lorain 
Whole World Wide 
West Coast's Top Ten Rentals 
1. Field of Dreams 
2. Lethal Weapon II 
3. Turner and Hooch 
4. Uncle Buck 
5. Indiana Jones III 
6. Honey, I Shrunk the Kids 
7. When Harry Met Sally 
8. Young Einstein 




One full-time summer position is available at the Berman 
Museum of Art. Duties include handling the recption 
desk, clerical work, special projects, work with the 
permanent collection and upcoming exhibitions. Pay is 
$5.00 per hour. Work begins anytime after May 13. 
Hours include rotating schedule t6 work one day on 
weekends with a day off during the week. Perks include 
an air-conditioned work place, parking next to the 
museum, and a fully stocked kitchen. 
Contact Lisa Barnes or Nancy Francis at 
ext. 2354 for an application 
FREE 
MEMBERSHIP 
Regular Rental Fee - $198 OVERNIGHT 
• SpeCials For Senior Citizens, Kids & Just About Everyone Else 
• 24 Hour Film Return Slot. SpeCial Adult Room 
• SpeCial Children's Video Room 
• Thousands of litles to choose from! 
We Rent CamCorder Movie Cameras 
Only $2995/Day (plus Deposit) 
We Rent VCRs $795/Night, $1495/Weekends 







COllegeville ShOPPing Center 
RI 29 & Rldqe Pike 
kOUlc 1:l4 
The ShOps at SPtlng City 
AI lU.no 
Town,fup L ine Road 
HOURS: DIlly 11 A.M. ' 10 PM: Salurdl, 10 A.M.· 10 PM.: $undlly: 11 AM· a PM ...... * .. *. It •• • ... It .-¥ • 
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Video Reviews 
By Susan A. Arendt 
Of the Grizzly 
Study for finals? Don't be silly. 
Crank up the VCR and drink 
about a gaUon of Coke. It's gonna 
be a long three weeks. 
A V Movie of the Week 
Gone With the Wind--Y es, I 
am actuaUy recommending some-
thing 50 years old. It's not caUed a 
classic for nothing. Scarlett O'Hara, 
played by Vivien Leigh is an abso-
lute master at twisting men around 
her little finger. Her father and half 
the men in town aU bow to her 
every whim. Then she meets her 
toughest competition, Rhett But-
ler. Realizing they were meant for 
each other, they marry and have a 
little girl. Their daughter dies after 
faUing off her horse. Set aU of this 
against a masterful depiction of the 
tormented South during the Civil 
War, and you've got one hell of a 
movie. 
12 Angry Men 
The men in question are, in fact, 
ajury. Their trial concerns a teen-
ager accused of killing his father. 
The original vote is 11-1 , in favor 
of Guilty. The one person not 
convinced is played be Henry Fon-
da. Slowly, one by one, he turns 
the vote towards Not Guilty. His 
most fierce competition comes fr9J!l 
a bigot, a cold-hearted lawyer and 
an inexplicably hostile man. It's 
fantastic to watch Fonda interpret 
the evidence and prove his point. 
Sounds dry but it's ful1 of energy 
and tension. It's also only an hour 
and a half. 
West Coast/Videoville 
The Paper Chase-- Think finals 
here are rough? Ha! This movie 
fol1ows several men through their 
first year at Harvard Law School. 
John Houseman won an Oscar for 
his portrayal of the toughest profes-
sor Harvard's ever seen. If you 
know anyone planning on going to 
la w school, make them watch this. 
It may inspire them to do great 
things. Or it might inspire them to 
work at McDonald's instead. In 
either case, watch the movie. 
Where the Buffalo Roam--
Where can I start? Dr. Hunter S. 
Thompson, the original gonzo jour-
nalist, drinks his way through a 
Super Bowl, gun-running, Nixon 
and a trial or two, Plagued by his 
lawyer, Carl Laslo, Thompson is 
at al1 times a total professional. So 
he wrote his article about the 
Super Bowl without actual1y hav-
ing watched the game. So he had 
marguerita mix in his IV bottle. So 
he handed out pills to the people 
sitting next to him on the plane. So 
he was plastered when he gave his 
col1ege lectures. What a guy. 
Black Plague Movie 
Leviathan--Another intriguing 
concept that went straight to hel1. 
Peter WeUer (Robocop) stars as 
the captain of an underwater min-
ing camp. His crew discovers a 
sunken Russian ship, named Levia-
than, the crew apparently aU dead. 
They find the captain's log and a 
flask of vodka (Russian ship, re-
member?) . Two crewm.embers 
drink the vodka, contract a mysteri-
ous disease, and die. Hey! Wasn't 
that the same thing that happened 
to the Russian crew? Well, you 
find out that the vodka was laced 
with a bacteria designed to mutate 
humans into homoaquaticus--div-
ers who don't need the equipment! 
Oh, please. The dead bodies all 
meld into one reaUy lame-looking 
monster that kills a few more crew 
members. You get the idea. Don't 
waste your time. Watch The Abyss 
instead. 
Not the Roving Reporter 
Hey, guys, do you think that the Soda Can 
album, Powertool, will be successful? 
"No, it blows." 
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Promotions for Faculty 
SPECIAL FOR THE GRIZZLY 
At its regular meeting on Febru-
ary 16, 1990, the Ursinus College 
Board of Directors promoted 12 
faculty members and approved 
tenure for three. 
Promoted from instructor to 
assistant professor was Anthony 
D. J. Branker of the music depart-
ment. 
Promoted from assistant profes-
sor to associate professor were J. 
Houghton Kane of the politics 
department, Judith Fryer of the 
library staff, Cindy K. Harris of the 
economics and business adminis-
tration department, and Joyce T. 
Lionarons of the English depart-
ment. 
Promoted from associate profes-
sor to professor were John W . 
Shuck and Nancy L. Hagelgans of 
the mathematics and computer 
science department, Robin Clouser 
(German) and Juan Espadas 
(Spanish) of the modern languages 
department, S. Ross Doughty of 
the history department, and Domi-
nic V. O'Brien of the education 
department. 
The Board approved the award-
ing of tenure to Cindy K. Harris 
and Joyce T. Lionarons upon com-
pletion of their seventh years of 
service, effective September 1, 
1991 . 
Tenure for William E. Rosen-
thal, assistant professor of mathe-
matics, was approved effective Sep-
tember 1, 1990 with the completion 
of his fourth year of service at 
Ursin us. 
In other personnel matters, the 
Board of Directors also approved 
sabbatical leaves for the following 
faculty members: 
I . Fall, 1990 semester: Gerard 
J. Fitzpatrick, associate professor 
of politics 
2. Spring, 1991 semester: Colette 
T. Hall, associate professor of 
French; Peter F. Perreten, profes-
sor of English; and Derk Visser, 
professor of history. . 
3. Entire 1990-1991 academic 
year: Roger D. Coleman, associate 
professor of mathematics and com-
puter science, and Lynn M. Thelen, 
associate professor of German. 
The Board approved leaves of 
absence for S. Ross Doughty, pro-
fessor of history, for the period 
from Jan uary I, 1991 through 
December 31,1991, and John L. 
Cobbs, assistant professor of 
English, for the Spring, 1990 sem-
ester following with his resignation 
from the College effective August 
31,1990. 
Desktop Aids New Editor 
By Lida K. Gifford 
Special for the Grizzly 
In the fall, the Grizzly and the 
Lantern may be produced on a 
desktop publishing system. The 
administration has asked Dr. Jay 
Miller, head of the Publications 
Committee, and Dr. Jon Volkmer, 
advisor to both the Grizzly and the 
Lantern, to look into the matter of 
acquiring the system. 
Desktop publishing is a com-
puter-based software package that 
is used for laying out whole pages 
at one time. Each page can be 
formatted differently and the size 
and styles can change from one 
area to another. The column size 
and gutter width can be pro-
grammed into the computer, and 
the program will automatic;llly 
position the type within the avail-
able space. This allows for great 
versatility in the length of articles 
and shorten the time from original 
concept to actual printing. The 
computer is hooked up to a laser 
printer which produces copies of 
such a quality that these copies can 
be photographed and printed. 
Drs. Miller and Volkmer did 
look at a desktop publishing system 
currently in use at Health Manage-
ment Publications, Inc., in King of 
Prussia. It is a Macintosh-based 
. system. Although Dr. Volkmer's 
reaction was favorable, he com-
mented that he would like to learn 
more about the different systems 
before making any decisions. There 
have not been any proposals sub-
mitted to the Publications Commit-
tee or the Administration at this 
time. 
There are several advantages to 
having a desktop system. Many 
publishing companies, no matter 
how small, are changing over to 
popular software programs such as 
PageMaker (IBM or Apple) and 
Quark and Press (Apple). If the 
College acq uired the system, stu-
dents could get more hands-on 
experience in the field of publishing. 
This may also increase student 
interest in the publications on cam-
pus. 
In addition, a desktop system 
would cut down on the amount of 
time that it takes to produce the 
student publications. The typeset-
ting machine in use at the present 
time is very slow in printing out 
individual articles, taking upwards 
of 30 hours a week to produce an 
an average Grizzly. This time could 
be used more efficiently by formattin~ 
the entire page at once on the 
computer, making it easier to put 
out a good-looking publication by 
eliminating many steps in layout 
and corrections of typographical 
errors. 
The software, because it is user-
friendly and easy to learn, would 
eliminate the 1-2 week training 
session required to teach typeset-
ting on the old machine. Since the 
software has a familiar, word-
processing-like format, it will be 
accessible to more people. 
Krishni Patrick, next year's editor 
of the Grizzly, is hoping that the 
College invests in the system. She 
believes that other organizations 
could benefit from the acquisition, 
such as CAB for printing their 
newsletter, the Student Activities 
Office, for producing the monthly 
calendar, and the Ruby. Still, she is 
unsure what action the administra-
tion will take and would like to see 
some sort of proposal made, in 
part to help plan next year's budget. 
Money may not be a problem. 
Based on estimates from the Com-
puter Store in Ardmore, a complete 
system, including a Macintosh SE, 
the software, and a laser printer 
could cost around $ 7,200. A 
Macintosh II with a large-screen 
monitor would cost $8,000-$9,000 
without the software or printer. 
The library already has many of 
the resources that are needed to 
complete a desktop publishing sys-
tem, and the College may find the 
acquisition timely and cost-effect-
ive. 
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Tony Branker was promoted (0 3!;'sistagt professor. 
Diamond Engagement 
Ring for Sale 
"She Said No" 
Call Parker Services Inc. 
768-7488 
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I ( DONNELLEY COUPON) --... 
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I PIUA $1 00 OFF 
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I EXPlflfS .. .o COlLEGEVIllE IHOf'PWO CENTER L ____________________ _ 
Do You Want VISA" MasterCard 
Credit Cards? 
STUDENT SERVICES 
p 0 BOX 224026 HOLLYWOOD. FL 33022 
~~,~'y'~~~e~:;'~~~ I~;~! 1;:dm.:=~;::co:,r;;:~~e!~71~~::'~~~;:; : YES' : 
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I 
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EXAM SCHEDULE 
----- Anthropology -----
ANl'B 101 Cultural Anthro Gallagher Thursday, Hay 10 9: OOam-12: OOpm Bomberger Hall 200 
ANl'B 222 N ADler Indians Gallagher T,lednesday, Hay 9 1:00pm-4:00pm Zwingli 
ANI'H 252 AIDer Ethnic Grp Oboler, R. Thursday, Hay 10 9:00am-12:00pm Zwingli 
ANl'H 262 M & T,l Cross CuI Oboler, R. Monday, Hay 7 1:00pm-4:00pm Zwingli 
----- Art -----
ART 222 A Studio Art II Xaras, T. Tuesday, Hay 8 9: OOam-12:OOpm Fetterolf House 
ART 222 B Studio Art II Xaras, T. Monday, Hay 7 9: OOam-12: OOpm Fetterolf House 
ART 322 Drawing Xaras, T. Sa turday, Hay 5 1:00pm-4:00pm Fetterolf House 
ART 401B Renaissance Art Visser, D. Monday, Hay 7 9:00am-12:00pm Hyrin Library 318 
----- Biology -----
BIO 102 Intr to Bio Sci Yhi ttaker , Monday, Hay 7 1:00pm-4:00pm Pfahler Ball 108 
BIO 112 General Biology Dawley Sa turday, Hay 5 9: OOam-12:OOpm T,lismer Hall 001 
BIO 216 Cell Biology Fields, M. Thursday, Hay 10 9:00am-12:00pm Life Science Building 352 
BIO 216A Cell Biology La Fields, M. T,lednesday, Hay 9 1:00pm-4:00pm Life Science Building 115 
BIO 232 Ethology Sidie, J. Monday, Hay 7 1:00pm-4:00pm Life Science Building 352 
BIO 232A Ethology Lab Sidie, J. Sa turday, Hay 5 1:00pm-4:00pm Life Science Building 212 
BIO 316 Vertebr Ecology Allen, C. Friday, Hay 4 1: OOpm-4.: OOpm Life Science Building 350 
BIO 318 Human Anatomy Shinehouse Tuesday, Hay 8 9:00am-12:00pm Pfahler Ball 108 
BIO 322 Molecular Bio Hughes, J. Tuesday, Hay 8 9:00am-12:00pm Life Science Building 003 
BIO 322A Molecul Bio Lab Hughes, J. T,lednesday, Hay 9 9:00am-12:00pm Life Science Building 206 
BIO 334 Vascular Plants Small, P. Thursday, Hay 3 1:00pm-4:00pm Life Science Building 352 
BIO 346 Animal Physiolo Sidie, J. Tuesday, Hay 8 9:00am-12:00pm Life Science Building 350 
BIO 418 Microbiology Hughes, J; Friday, Hay 4 1:00pm-4:00pm Life Science Building 348 
BIO 422 Histology Shinehouse Friday, Hay 4 1:00pm-4:00pm Life Science Building 354 
BIO 428 Plant Physiolog Fields, M. Thursday, Hay 3 1:00pm-4:00pm Life Science Building 003 
BIO 436 Analysis of Dev Allen, C. Monday, Hay 7 1:00pm-4:00pm Life Science Building 350 
----- Communication Arts -----
CA 201 A Public Speaking VanDusen, Friday, May 4 1: OOpm-4: OOpm Ritter Center 202 
CA 201 B Public Speaking Czubaroff, Tuesday, Hay 8 9:00am-12:00pm Ritter Center 202 
CA 201 C Public Speaking Czubaroff, Thursday, Hay 3 1:00pm-4:00pm Ritter Center 202 
CA 201 D Public Speaking Strunk, K. Thursday, Hay 10 9:00am-12:00pm Ritter Center 202 
CA 201 E Public Speaking Hughes, N. Thursday, Hay 10 9:00am-12:00pm Pfahler Ball 001 
CA 201 F Public Speaking Hughes, N. Saturday, Hay 5 1:00pm-4:00pm Helfferich Ball 202 
CA 201 G Public Speaking Strunk, K. Saturday, Hay 5 1:00pm-4:00pm Ritter Center 202 
CA 210 A Intro to TV Miller, J. Saturday, Hay 5 1:00pm-4:00pm Ritter Center 
CA 210 B Intro to TV Miller, J. T,lednesday, Hay 9 1:00pm-4:00pm Ritter Center 
CA 222 Oral Interpret Strunk, K. Monday, Hay 7 l:00pm-4:00pm Ritter Center 
Cl\ 252 Interpersonal C Van Dusen, Tuesday, Hay 8 9:00am-12:00pm 
Ritter Center 210 
CA 310 Advanced TV Miller, J. T,lednesday, Hay 9 9: OOam-12: OOpm Ritter Center 
CA 325 A Small Group Czubaroff, Thursday, Hay 10 9:00am-12:00pm Helfferich Hall 202 
CA 325 B Small Group Czubaroff, Sa turday, Hay 5 1:00pm-4:00pm Helfferich Ball 211 
CA 444 Senior Seminar Miller, J. Monday, Hay 7 9:00am-12:00pm Ritter Center 210 
~---- Chemistry -----
CHEM 102 General Chem Shaw, F. Thursday, Hay 10 9:00am-12:00pm Pfahler Hall 315 
CBEH 112 Gen College Che Schultz, R Thursday, Hay 3 1:00pm-4:00pm Pfahler Ball 108 
CBEH 112A A Coll Chern Lab Shaw, F. T,lednesday, Hay 9 9:00am-12:00pm Pfahler Ball 315 
CBEH 112A B Coll Chern Lab Shaw, F. Sa turday, Hay 5 1:00pm-4:00pm Pfahler Ball 315 
CBEH 112A C Coll Chern Lab Schultz, R Monday, Hay 7 9: OOam-12:OOpm Pfahler Hall 315 
CBEH 112A D Coll Chern Lab Shaw, F. T,lednesday, Hay 9 1:00pm-4:00pm Pfahler Ball 315 
CBEH 204 Chem Info Sci Tortorelli Thursday, Hay 3 1:00pm-4:00pm Pfahler Ball 211 
CBEH 208 Organic Chem Hess, R. Friday, Hay 4 1:00pm-4:00pm Pfahler Hall 108 
CBEH 208A A Organic Lab Tortorelli T,lednesday, Hay 9 9: OOam-12:OOpm Pfahler Ball 308 
CBEH 208A B Organic Lab Tortorelli Sa turday, Hay 5 1: OOpm-4: OOpm Pfahler Hall 308 
CBEH 306 Instr Analysis Barth, J. Monday, Hay 7 1: OOpm-4: OOpm Pfahler Hall 315 
CBEH 306A A Instr Anal Lab Barth, J. Sa turday, Hay 5 1:00pm-4:00pm Pfahler Hall 205 
CBEH 306A B Instr Anal Lab Barth, J. Monday, Hay 7 9:00am-12:00pm Pfahler Ball 205 
CBEH 310 Physical Chern loBue, J. Tuesday, Hay 8 9: OOam-12: OOpm Pfahler Ball 211 
CBEH 310A A Lab Physical Ch loBue, J. Sa turday, Hay 5 1: 00pm-4: OOpm Pfahler Ball 2020 
CBEH 310A B Lab Physical Ch loBue, J. Monday, Hay 7 9:00am-12:00pm Pfahler Ball 2020 
CHEH 402 Reac t Chem Comp BarthTorto Thursday, Hay 10 9: 00am-12: OOpm 
Pfahler Ball 305 
CBEH 412 Polymer Chem Schultz, R Friday, Hay 4 1: 00pm-4: OOpm 
Pfahler Ball 211 
CBEH 482 Adv Lab Methods TortorelSc Monday, Hay 7 9:00am-12:00pm 
Pfahler Ball 211 
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EXAMS FROM P.12 
----- Economics -----
ECON 100 A Intro to Econ Saleh, J. Monday, May 7 1:00pm-4:00pm Trinity Church 202 
., 
ECON 100 B Intro to Econ Saleh, J. Thursday, May 10 9:ooam-12:oopm Trinity Church 202 
ECON 100 C Intro to Econ Pilgrim, J Tuesday, May 8 9:ooam-12:oopm Bomberger Ball 200 
ECON 104 A Mgrl Acc t Fund Barris, C. Friday, May 4 1:00pm-4:00pm Bomberger Ball 120 
ECON 104 B Mgrl Acct Fund Barris, C. Tuesday, May 8 9:ooam-12:oopm Bomberger Ball 120 
ECON 204 Inter Fin Acct Barris, C. Thursday, May 3 1:00pm-4:00pm Bomberger Ball 120 
ECON 218 A Management Dilauro, Monday, May 7 1:00pm-4:00pm Bomberger Ball 100 
ECON 218 B Management Dilauro, Thursday, May 10 9: ooam-12 : oopm Bomberger Ball 100 
ECON 221 Hist of Thought Saleh, J. Monday, May 7 9:ooam-12:oopm Bomberger Ball 106 
ECON 24~ Stat App in Ec Lentz, B. Saturday, May 5 1:00pm-4:00pm Bomberger Ball 200 
ECON 251 A Micro Ec Theory O'Neill, H Saturday, May 5 l:oopm-4:00pm Bomberger Ball 109 
ECON 251 B Micro Ec Theory O'Neill, H Wednesday, May 9 1:00pm-4:00pm Bomberger Ball 211 
ECON 252 A Macro Ec Theory Economopou Sa turday, May 5 1:00pm-4:00pm Trinity Church 203 
ECON 252 B Macro Ec Theory Economopou Wednesday, May 9 1:00pm-4:00pm Trinity Church 203 
ECON 303 Adv Managerial Barris, C. Thursday, May 10 1:00pm-4:00pm Bomberger Ball 120 
ECON 307 Marketing Dilauro, Sa turday, May 5 1:00pm-4:00pm Bomberger Ball 211 
ECON 309 Int'l Finance O'Neill, H Thursday, May 10 9:ooam-12:oopm Myrin Library 201 
ECON 313 Econ Pub Sector GassIer, S Friday, May 4 1:00pm-4:00pm Myrin Library 317 
ECON 314 Ec Developmen t Saleh, J. Thursday, May 10 1:00pm-4:00pm Myrin Library 318 
ECON 315 Quant Meth Bus GassIer, S Tuesday, May 8 9:ooam-12:oopm Pfahler Ball 001 
ECON 316 Econ Money-Cap Economopou Monday, May 7 1:00pm-4:00pm Trinity Church 204 
ECON 328 Comp Ec Systems GassIer, S Thursday, May 3 1:00pm-4:00pm Myrin Library 317 
ECON 351 Micro Theory II Lentz, B. Thursday, May 10 9:ooam-12:oopm Bomberger Ball 109 
ECON 352 Macro Theory II Economopou Thursday, May 10 9:ooam-12:oopm Trinity Church 201 
ECON 407 Int'l Marketing Dilauro, Wednesday, May 9 1:00pm-4:00pm Bomberger Ball 212 
ECON 463 Econometrics Lentz, B. Wednesday, May 9 1:00pm-4:00pm Bomberger Ball 200 
----- Education -----
EDUC 202 A Intro Sec Teach Price, R. Saturday, May 5 1:00pm-4:00pm Bomberger Ball 001 
EDUC 202 B Intro Sec Teach Smyth, T. Monday, May 7 1:00pm-4:00pm Bomberger Ball 001 
EDUC 446 Issues & Trends Price, R. Wednesday, May 9 1:00pm-4:00pm Myrin Library 225 
----- English -----
ENGL 102 A First Yr Compos Dole, C. Friday, May 4 1:00pm-4:00pm Bomberger Ball 200 
ENGL 102 B First Yr Compos Volkmer, J Monday, May 7 1:00pm-4:00pm Bomberger Ball 200 
ENGL 102 C First Yr Compos Agostinell Monday, May 7. 1:00pm-4:00pm Bomberger Ball 106 
ENGL 102 D First Yr Compos Darrohn, C Monday, May 7 1:00pm-4:00pm Pfahler Ball 305 
ENGL 102 E First Yr Compos Murray, M. Monday, May 7 1:oopm-4:oopl!l Pfahler Ball 119 
ENGL 102 F First Yr Compos Randolph, Tuesday, May 8 9:ooam-12:oopm Bomberger Ball 108 
ENGL 102 H First Yr Compos Darrohn, C Thursday, May 10 9:ooam-12:oopm Bomberger Ball 108 
ENGL 102 I First Yr Compos Rosenberg, Thursday, May 10 9:ooam-12:oopm Trinity Church 203 
ENGL 102 K First Yr Compos Agostinell Thursday, May 10 9:ooam-12:oopm Bomberger Ball 106 
ENGL 102 L First Yr Compos Lionarons Thursday, May 3 1:00pm-4:00pm Bomberger Ball 211 
ENGL 102 M First Yr Compos Meyer, S. Wednesday, May 9 9:ooam-12:oopm Pfahler Ball 016A 
ENGL 102 N Firs t Yr Compos Rosenberg, Saturday, May 5 1:00pm-4:00pm Pfahler Ball 305 
ENGL 102 .0 First Yr Compos Agostinell Sa turday, May 5 l:oopm-4:oopm Bomberger Ball 108 
ENGL 201 Li t Cri ticism Meyer, S. Sa turday, May 5 1:00pm-4:00pm Pfahler Hall 102A 
ENGL 204 A Brit Lit Perreten, Thursday, May 3 1:00pm-4:00pm Trinity Church 204 
ENGL 204 B Brit Lit Dole, C. Wednesday, May 9 9:00am-12:oopm Trinity Church 203 
ENGL 204 C Brit Lit Dole, C. Tuesday, May 8 9:ooam-12:oopm Bomberger Ball 211 
ENGL 206 Poetry Writing Volkmer, J Saturday, May 5 1:00pm-4:00pm Myrin Library 201 
ENGL 207 Journalism Perreten, Thursday, May 10 9:ooam-12:oopm Trinity Church 204 
ENGL 210 A Shakespeare Meyer, S. Thursday, May 3 1:00pm-4:00pm Bomberger Ball 100 
OOL 210 B Shakespeare Henry, J. Monday, May 7 1:00pm-4:00pm Ritter Center 210 
OOL 214 Linguistics Lionarons, Wednesday, May 9 9: ooam-12 : oopm Life Science Building 348 
OOL 220 A Am Lit Schroeder, Tuesday, May 8 9:ooam-12:oopm Trinity Church 202 
OOL 220 C Am Lit Schroeder, Thursday, May 10 9:ooam-12:oopm Bomberger Ball 212 
OOL 234 Adv Exp Prose Perreten, Tuesday, May 8 9:ooam-12:oopm Myrin Library 319 
OOL 302 Adv Crea t Wri t Volkmer, J Monday, May 7 9:ooam-12:oopm Myrin Library 317 
ENGL 308 Victorian Writ Dole, C. Thursday, May 10 9: ooam-12 : oopm Myrin Library 317 
OOL 326 Mythology Wickersham Sa turday, May 5 1:00pm-4:00pm Bomberger Ball 212 
ENGL 330 Renaiss Poetry Meyer, S. Tuesday, May 8 9:ooam-12:oopm Bomberger Ball 212 
ENGL 336 Con temp Drama Henry, J. Sa turday, May 5 1:00pm-4:00pm Ritter Center 210 
ENGL 340 Novel in Amer Schroeder, Wednesday, May 9 9:ooam-12:oopm Trinity Church 202 
ENGL 442 Med Women's Lit Lionarons Wednesday, May 9 1:00pm-4:00pm Myrin Library 317 
----- English-Second Language -----
I5L 102 Eng as a 2nd La Tacelosky, Friday, May 4 1:00pm-4:00pm Trinity Church 201 
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EXAMS FROM P.13 
----- Fine Arts 
FA 101 Intro to the FA Staff Thursday, Hay 10 9:00am-12:00pm Vismer Hall 001 
----- French -----
FREN 102 A Elemen tary Fren Vitaglione Friday, Hay 4 9: OOam-12: OOpm Pfahler Hall 108 
FREN 102 B Elemen tary Fren Vi t agli one Friday, Hay 4 9: OOam-12: OOpm Pfahler Hall 108 
FREN 204 A Intermed Fren Novack, F. Friday, Hay 4 9: OOam-12: OOpm Pfahler Hall 108 
FREN 204 B Intermed Fren Vi t agli one Friday, Hay 4 9:00am-12:00pm Pfahler Hall 108 
FREN 204 C In termed Fren Novack, F. Friday, Hay 4 9: OOam-12: OOpm Pfahler Hall 108 
FREN 306 French Lit Novack, F. Thursday, Hay 10 l:00pm-4:00pm Bomberger Hall 100 
FREN 316 A Conv & Comp Hall, C. Friday, Hay 4 l:00pm-4:00pm Hyrin Library 201 
FREN 316 B Conv & Comp Hall, C. Tuesday, Hay 8 9: OOam-12: OOpm Hyrin Library 201 
FREN 318 Comm & Ec Fren Novack, F. Tuesday, Hay 8 9: OOam-12: OOpm Hyrin Library 317 
FREN 326 Adv Comp Hall, C. Thursday, Hay 3 l:00pm-4:00pm Trinity Church 202 
FREN 426 Theater 19&20th Lucas, A. Monday, Hay 7 1:00pm-4:00pm Trinity Church 201 
----- Geography -----
GEOG 102 Geography Boekenkamp Saturday, Hay 5 1:00pm-4:00pm Pfahler Hall 211 
----- Geology -----
GEOL 102 Earth History Boekenkamp Friday, Hay 4 7:00pm-9:40pm Pfahler Hall 211 
--- German -----
GER 102 Elementary Germ Roberts-Ga Friday, Hay 4 9: OOam-12:OOpm Bomberger Hall 106 
GER 204 A Intermediate Ge Thelen, L. Friday, Hay 4 9: OOam-12:OOpm Bomberger Hall 102 
GER 204 B Intermediate Ge Thelen, L. Friday, Hay 4 9:00am-12:00pm Bomberger Hall 102 
GER 306 Surv of Ger Li t Clouser, R Thursday, Hay 10 1:00pm-4:00pm Hyrin Library 225 
GER 314 Lit & Culture Thelen, L. Vednesday, Hay 9 9:00am-12:00pm Hyrin Library 317 
GER 316 Conv & Comp Thelen, L. Thursday, Hay 3 1:00pm-4:00pm Bomberger Hall 106 
----- Greek -----
GRK 102 Elemen tary Grk Vickersham Thursday, Hay 10 9: OOam-12:OOpm Sprankle 
GRK 204 The Epic Vickersham Friday, Hay 4 1:00pm-4:00pm Sprankle 
----- History -----
HIST 102 Global PerspeCt Staff Thursday, Hay 3 1:00pm-4:00pm Vismer Hall 001 
HIST 200 A Historiography King, R. Vednesday, May 9 1:00pm-4:00pm Sprankle 
HIST 200 B Historiography Clark, H. Vednesday, May 9 1: OOpm-4: OOpm Hyrin Library 201 
HIST 214 A U.S. of America Hemphill, Thursday, Hay 10 9:00am-12:00pm Bomberger Hall 211 
HIST 214 B U.S. OF America Akin, V. Monday, Hay 7 1: OOpm-4: OOpm Hyrin Library 201 
HIST 224 E. Asian Soc&C Clark, H. Tuesday, Hay 8 9:00am-12:00pm Bomberger Hall 109 
HIST 308 Nazi Germany Doughty, R Thursday, Hay 10 1:00pm-4:00pm Bomberger Hall 211 
HIST 316 Var & Society Doughty, R Vednesday, May 9 1: OOpm-4: OOpm Life Science Building 
HIST 322 Middle East King, R. Vednesday, May 9 9: OOam-12:OOpm Pfahler Hall 305 
HIST 334 Soc Rev SE Asia Clark, H. Vedhesday, Hay 9 9: OOam-12: OOpm Hyrin Library 201 
HIST 336 Civil Var Hemphill, Sa turday, Hay 5 1: OOpm-4: OOpm Hyrin Library 319 
--- Health, Phys Ed & Recreation ---
HPER 132 H1th Awar & Vel Boyd, A. Friday, Hay 4 1: OOpm-4: OOpm Helfferich Hall 202 
HPER 232 Curren t Trends Boyd, A. Monday, Hay 7 1: OOpm-4: OOpm Helfferich Hall 202 
HPER 334 Nutr & Vt Ctrl Chlad, P. Vednesday, Hay 9 9: OOam-12:OOpm Helfferich Hall 202 
HPER 346 Fi t/Ex Program Borsdorf, Monday, Hay 7 1: OOpm-4: OOpm Helfferich Hall 201 
HPER 352 Ex Physiology Vailgum, T Thursday, Hay 10 9: OOam-12: OOpm Helfferich Hall 211 
HPER 362 Tests & Meas SwaIm, R. Friday, Hay 4 1: OOpm-4: OOpm Helfferich Hall 211 
HPER 364 Officiating Boyd, A. Vednesday, May 9 9:00am-12:00pm Helfferich Hall 201 
HPER 368 First Aid Vailgum, T Tuesday, Hay 8 9: OOam-12:OOpm Helfferich Hall 201 
HPER 448 Thera Rec Borsdorf, Thursday, Hay 3 1: OOpm-4: OOpm Helfferich Hall 211 
HPER 462 Adm of HPER Swalm, R. Sa turday, Hay 5 9:00am-12:00pm Helfferich Hall 211 
HPER 464 A Correct/Adapt Borsdorf, Thursday, Hay 3 1:00pm-4:00pm Helfferich Hall 211 
HPER 468 Care & Prev Chlad, P. Monday, Hay 7 1:00pm-4:00pm Helfferich Hall 211 
--- Interdivisional Studies ----
IDS 350 Human Sexuali ty Allen_EngI Thursday, May 10 1: 00pm-4:00pm Life Science Building 
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EXAMS FROM P.14 
----- Japanese -----
JAPN 102 Elementary Japa DeZawa, H. Friday, Hay 4 9:ooam-12:oopm Bomberger Hall 120 
JAPN 202 Advanced Elem DeZawa, H. Friday, Hay 4 9:ooam-12:oopm Bomberger Ball 120 
JAPN 204 Intermediate Ja DeZawa, H. Friday, Hay 4 9:ooam-12:oopm Bomberger Hall 120 
JAPN 300 Japn Readings DeZawa, H. Friday, Hay 4 1:00pm-4:00pm Hyrin Library 225 
----- Latin -----
LAT 102 Elementary Lat Vick.ersham Tuesday, Hay 8 9:ooam-12:oopm Trinity Church 201 
LAT 204 Intermediate La Vick.ersham Thursday, Hay 3 1:00pm-4:00pm Life Science Building 348 
LAT 301 The Latin Lang Vick.ersham Monday, Hay 7 l:oopm-4:oopm Sprankle 
LAT 305 Vergil's Aeneid Vick.ersham Thursday, Hay 10 l:oopm-4:oopm Sprankle 
----- Hathematics -----
HATH 102 A Applied Calc Johnson, M Friday, Hay 4 l:oopm-4:oopm Pfahler Hall 305 
HATH 102 B . Applied Calc Johnson, M Tuesday, Hay 8 9:ooam-12:oopm Pfahler Hall 305 
HATH 108 A Humanistic Calc Rosenthal, Tuesday, May 8 9:ooam-12:oopm Pfahler Hall 103 
HATH 108 B Humanistic Calc Rosenthal, Thursday, Hay 3 1:00pm-4:00pm Pfahler Hall 103 
HATH 111 A Calc & Anal Geo Coleman, R Friday, Hay 4 1:00pm-4:00pm Pfahler Hall 016B 
HATH 111 B Calc & Anal Geo Coleman, R Tuesday, Hay 8 9:ooam-12:oopm Pfahler Hall 016B 
HATH 112 A Calc & Anal Geo BreHiller, Friday, Hay 4 1:00pm-4:00pm Pfahler Ball 102A 
HATH 112 B Calc & Anal Geo Fife, J. Monday, Hay 7 1:00pm-4:00pm Pfahler Hall 103 
HATH 112 C Calc & Anal Geo BreHiller, Tuesday, Hay 8 9:ooam-12:oopm Pfahler Hall 102A 
HATH 112 0 Calc & Anal Geo Fife, J. Thursday, May 10 9:ooam-12:oopm Pfahler Hall 103 
HATH 170 A Intro Info Sys Fasnacht, Sa turday, Hay 5 9:ooam-12:oopm Hyrin Library 030 
HATH 170 B Intro Info Sys Fasnacht, Friday, Hay 4 1:00pm-4:00pm Hyrin Library 030 
HATH 171 Intro to Comp P BreHiller, Vednesday, Hay 9 9:00am-12:00pm Pfahler Ball 103 
HATH 211 Inter Calculus Fife, J. Thursday, Hay 10 1:00pm-4:00pm Pfahler Hall 016A 
HATH 236 Discrete Hath Bagelgans, Tuesday, May 8 9:00am-12:00pm Pfahler Hall 016A 
HATH 241 A Statistics I Jessup, P. Monday, May 7 1:00pm-4:00pm Pfahler Hall 102A 
HATH 241 B Statistics I Jessup, P. Thursday, May 10 9:ooam-12:00pm Pfahler Hall 102A 
HATH 241 C Statistics I Neslen, J. Thursday, May 3 1:00pm-4:00pm Pfahler Ball 016B 
HATH 241 0 Statistics I Neslen, J. Vednesday, May 9 9:00am-12:00pm Pfahler Ball 102A 
r HATH 241 E Statistics I Fife, J. Friday, Hay 4 1:00pm-4:00pm Pfahler Ball 103 
HATH 242 Statistics II Neslen, J. Thursday, May 10 9:00am-12:00pm Pfahler Hall 016B 
HATH 271 Comp Prog I Neslen, J. Monday, May 7 1:00pm-4:00pm Pfahler Hall 016A 
HATH 272 Comp Prog II Coleman, R Monday, May 7 1:00pm-4:00pm Pfahler Hall 016B 
HATH 312 Intro to Analys Rosenthal, Vednesday, Hay 9 9:00am-12:00pm Pfahler Hall 016B 
HATH 336 Mod Algebra II Fife, J. Tuesday, May 8 9: OOam-12:OOpm Pfahler Hall 315 
HATH 342 Hath Stat Coleman, R Thursday, May 10 9:00am-12:oopm Pfahler Hall 016A 
HATH 372 Comp Organiz Hagelgans, Friday, May 4 1:00pm-4:00pm Pfahler Hall 016A 
HATH 382 Hist of Hath BreHiller, Thursday, Hay 3 1:00pm-4:00pm Pfahler Hall 016A 
HATH 461 Hath Models Jessup, P. Thursday, May 10 1:00pm-4:00pm Pfahler Hall 102A 
----- Music -----
MUS 212 Music History I French, J. Monday, May 7 1:00pm-4:00pm Bomberger Hall 226 
MUS 222 Harmony Branker, A Tuesday, May 8 9:00am-12:00pm Bomberger Hall 014 
MUS 318 Adv Harmony Branker, A Thursday, May 3 1:00pm-4:00pm Bomberger Hall 014 
----- Philosophy and Religion -----
PHIL 102 Modern Phil Hardman, K Thursday, May 10 9: OOam-12:OOpm Bomberger Hall 120 
PHIL 104 Contemp Phil Goetz, S. Monday, May 7 1:00pm-4:00pm Life Science Building 354 
PHIL 106 Adv Logic Goetz, S. Friday, May 4 1:00pm-4:00pm Bomberger Hall 108 
PHIL 110 Phil of ReI Goetz, S. Sa turday, Hay 5 1:00pm-4:00pm Zwingli 
PHIL 202 Hist & Anth ReI Hardman, K Tuesday, Hay 8 9:00am-12:00pm Zwingli 
PHIL 204 New Testament Hardman, K Thursday, May 3 1:00pm-4:00pm Bomberger Hall 212 
PHIL 208 Intro Judaism Rosenblum Thursday, Hay 10 9:00am-12:00pm Myrin Library 225 
----- Physics -----
PBYS 102 Intro to Physic Takats, M. Saturday, May 5 1:00pm-4:00pm Pfahler Hall 016A 
PBYS 112 A General Physics Snyder, E. Saturday, Hay 5 9: OOam-12: OOpm Pfahler Hall 108 
PBYS 112 B General Physics Nagy, D. Thursday, Hay 10 9: ooam-12: oopm Pfahler Hall 119 
PBYS 112 C General Physics Takats, M. Saturday, Hay 5 9: OOam-12: oopm Pfahler Hall 119 
PBYS 204 Elec & Magnet I Takats, M. Thursday, Hay 10 9: OOam-12 : oopm Pfahler Ball 
PBYS 208 Modern Physics Nagy, D. Friday, Hay 4 1:oopm-4:oopm Pfahler Hall 119 
PBYS 208A Mod Physics Lab Snyder, E. Vednesday, Hay 9 9: OOam-12:OOpm Pfahler Hall 003 
PBYS 302 Intro Astrophys Nagy, D. Sa turday, Hay 5 9: OOam-12:oopm Pfahler Hall 016A 
PaYS 310 Mechanics II Snyder, E. Tuesday, Hay 8 9: OOam-12:oopm Pfahler Ball 2100 
PBYs 316 Hath Physics Snyder, E. Thursday, Hay 3 1:00pm-4:00pm Pfahler Hall 119 
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EXAMS FROM P.15 
- - --- Politics -----
POL 100 A Poli tics & Govt Stern, P. Tuesday, Hay 8 9:00am-12:00pm Trinity Church 204 
POL 100 B Politics & Govt Stern, P. Friday, Hay 4 1:00pm-4:00pm Trinity Church 203 
POL 218 A American Govt Fi tzpatric Tuesday, Hay 8 9:00am-12:00pm Bomberger Ball 100 
POL 218 B American Govt Fitzpatric Vednesday, Hay 9 9:00am-12:00pm Bomberger Ball 001 
POL 252 A Intn'l Pol Berry, N. Friday, May 4 1:00pm-4:00pm Bomberger Ball 211 
POL 252 B Intn'l Pol Hood, S. Tuesday, Hay 8 9:00am-12:00pm Pfahler Ball 119 
POL 252 C Intn'l Pol Berry, N. Thursday, Hay 3 1: OOpm-4:OOpm Bomberger Ball 200 
POL 322 Const Interpret Fitzpatric Thursday, Hay 10 9: OOam-12: OOpm Hyrin Library 318 
POL 328 Law & Society Kane, H. Monday, Hay 7 1: OOpm-4: OOpm Bomberger Ball 108 
POL 339 Contemp Theory Stern, P. Sa turday, Hay 5 l:00pm-4:00pm Bomberger Ball 106 
POL 346 Japn Politics Hood, S. Monday, Hay 7 9:00am-12:00pm Bomberger Ball 200 
POL 353 Intn'l ReI Asia Hood, S. Thursday, Hay 10 9: OOam-12: OOpm Bomberger Ball 001 
POL 357 Var & Revol Berry, N. Vednesday, Hay 9 9:00am-12:00pm Bomberger Ball 200 
--- Psychology ----
PSYC 101 Intr Psychology Fago, G. Vednesday, Hay 9 9:00am-12:00pm Vismer Ball 001 
PSYC 102 Intr Psychology England, E Tuesday, Hay 8 9: OOam-12: OOpm Vismer Ball 001 
PSYC 108 Hntl Hlth & Abn Chambliss, Vednesday, Hay 9 9:00am-12:00pm Life Science Building 354 
PSYC 112 In tro Psych Lab England, E Thursday, Hay 10 9:00am-12:00pm Life Science Building 348 
PSYC 210 Experimental Ps Rideout, B Sa turday, Hay 5 1:00pm-4:00pm Life Science Building 348 
PSYC 223 A Ed Psych-Learn McMahon, M Thursday, Hay 10 9: OOam-12:OOpm Life Science Building 350 
PSYC 223 B Ed Psych-Learn Richardson Monday, Hay 7 9:00am-12:00pm Life Science Building 352 
PSYC 224 Ed Psych-Growth England, E Thursday, Hay 3 1:00pm-4:00pm Life Science Building 354 
PSYC 311 Hist of Theorie Fago, G. Tuesday, May 8 9:00am-12:00pm Life Science Building 352 
PSYC 352 Cogni t i ve Psych Fago, G. Friday, Hay 4 1:00pm-4:00pm Life Science Building 352 
PSYC 438 Psychopathology Chambliss, Thursday, May 3 1:00pm-4:00pm Life Science Building 350 
PSYC 440 Social Psych Richardson Vednesday, Hay 9 9:ooam-12:00pm Life Science Building 352 
PSYC 444 Seminar England, E Saturday, Hay 5 1:00pm-4:00pm Life Science Building 350 
----- Sociology -----
SOC 101 A Intro to Soc OOOler, R. Friday, Hay 4 l:00pm-4:00pm Bomberger Ball 001 
SOC 101 B Intro to Soc OOOler, R. Tuesday, Hay 8 9:00am-12:00pm Bomberger Ball 001 
SOC 226 Harriage & Fami Gallagher Sa turday, Hay 5 1:00pm-4:00pm Life Science Building 354 
---- Spanish ----
SPAN 102 A Elemen tary Span Espadas, J Friday, Hay 4 9:00am-12:00pm Vismer Ball 001 
SPAN 102 B Elemen tary Span Tacelosky, Friday, Hay 4 9: OOam-12: OOpm Vismer Ball 001 
SPAN 102 C Elemen tary Span Tacelosky, Friday, Hay 4 9: OOam-12: OOpm Vismer Ball 001 
SPAN 110 Elem Span Rev Espadas, J Friday, Hay 4 9:00am-12:00pm Vismer Ball 001 
SPAN 204 A Intemediate Sp Rojas, N. Friday, May 4 9:00am-12:00pm Vismer Ball 001 
SPAN 204 B Intermediate Sp Franco, K. Friday, Hay 4 9:00am-12:00pm Vismer Ball 001 
SPAN 204 C Intermediate Sp Franco, K. Friday, Hay 4 9:00am-12:00pm Vismer Ball 001 
SP<AN 204 0 Intermediate Sp Cameron, 0 Friday, Hay 4 9:00am-12:00pm Vismer Ball 001 
SPAN 204 E Intermediate Sp Rojas, N. Friday, Hay 4 9: OOam-12:OOpm Vismer Ball 001 
SPAN 208 Span Hlth Prof Cameron, 0 Tuesday, Hay 8 9:00am-12:00pm Helfferich Ball 202 
SPAN 306 Lat Amer Lit Cameron, 0 Vednesday, Hay 9 9:00am-12:00pm Life Science Building 350 
SPAN 316 A Conv & Comp Rojas, N. Tuesday, Hay 8 9: ooam-12:OOpm Hyrin Library 318 
SPAN 316 B Conv & Comp Rojas, N. Thursday, Hay 10 1:00pm-4:00pm Hyrin Library 201 
SPAN 318 Comm & Ec Span Cameron, 0 Monday, Hay 7 9:ooam-12:00pm Bomberger Ball 108 
----- Vorld Literature ----
VUT 202 A Vestern Literat Perreten, Monday, Hay 7 1:00pm-4:00pm Trinity Church 203 
\1UT 202 B Vestern Literat Lionarons, Thursday, Hay 10 9:ooam-12:oopm Life Science Building 354 
ruT 202 C Vestern Literat Volkmer, J Thursday, Hay 3 1: oopm-4: OOpm Pfahler Ball lOU 
VUT 202 0 Vestern Literat Roberts-Ga Vednesday, Hay 9 9:ooam-12:00pm Bomberger Ball 211 
ANY COURSES THAT HAVE THEIR MEETING TIMES ARRANGED OR MEET IN THE EVENING VILL HAVE THEIR EXAMINATIONS ARRANGED BY THE INsTRUCTOR. 
(IN}t4(lJIAl(M SENIORS! 
